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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Artificial intelligence (AI) and automated decision-making (ADM) systems are increasingly used by European law enforcement and criminal justice authorities to profile people, predict their supposed future behaviour, and assess their alleged ‘risk’ of criminality or re-offending in the future.

These predictions, profiles, and risk assessments can influence, inform, or result in policing and criminal justice outcomes, including constant surveillance, stop and search, fines, questioning, arrest, detention, prosecution, sentencing, and probation. They can also lead to non-criminal justice punishments, such as the denial of welfare or other essential services, and even the removal of children from their families.

Policing and criminal justice authorities across Europe are using these AI and ADM systems to influence, inform, or assist in criminal justice decisions and outcomes. This report considers case studies of AI and ADM systems (Section 1) including:

(i) to predict, profile and assess the ‘risk’ of criminality of specific individuals (Section 1.1);
(ii) to profile and predict crime in certain areas or geographic locations (Section 1.2);
(iii) in prosecution decisions (Section 1.3); and
(iv) in sentencing and probation decisions (Section 1.4).

These AI and ADM systems reproduce and reinforce discrimination on grounds including but not limited to race, socio-economic status, and nationality, as well as engage and infringe fundamental rights, including the right to a fair trial and the presumption of innocence, the right to private and family life, and data protection rights (Section 2).

The law enforcement and criminal justice data used to create, train and operate AI and ADM systems is reflective of systemic, institutional and societal biases which result in Black people, Roma, and other minoritised ethnic people being overpolicied and disproportionately detained and imprisoned across Europe. These biases are so fundamental and ingrained that it is questionable whether any such system would not produce such outcomes (Section 2.1).

Predictive, profiling and risk assessment AI and ADM systems target individuals and profile them as criminals, resulting in serious criminal justice and civil outcomes and punishments, before they have carried out the alleged action for which they are being profiled. In essence, the very purpose of these systems is to undermine the fundamental right to be presumed innocent (Section 2.2).

These systems also often have technological barriers that prevent effective and meaningful scrutiny, transparency, and accountability (Section 2.3). There are also concerns around the lack of meaningful human input into these automated decisions (Section 3.1), as well as their direct use and impact on children and young people (Section 3.2).

The use of predictive, profiling and risk assessment AI and ADM systems in law enforcement and criminal justice must be banned. No number of safeguards,
short of a full statutory prohibition, will protect against the fundamental harms outlined in this report. In addition, there must be strict safeguards around discrimination, transparency and accountability for other types of AI and ADM systems used (Section 4).

Based on these findings, we call for:

(i) A prohibition on the use of AI and ADM by law enforcement and judicial, and other criminal justice authorities to predict, profile or assess people’s risk or likelihood of ‘criminal’ behaviour; and

(ii) Stringent legal safeguards for the use of all other forms of AI and ADM used by law enforcement and criminal justice authorities (which do not carry out predictive, profiling or risk assessment functions), including:

- the implementation of mandatory, independent testing for biases in the design and pre-deployment phase, as well as continuously post-deployment;
- the collection of data on criminal justice that would make such testing possible, including data separated by race, ethnicity and nationality;
- a requirement for AI and ADM systems used in criminal justice to be transparent, including details on system processes and input data, and for them not be subject to trade secrecy or intellectual property legal protections. Their outputs must be able to be understood and scrutinised by their controllers, subjects of decisions (such as suspects and accused persons), as well as the general public; mandatory notification to individuals, whenever there has been an AI or ADM system involved, assistive or otherwise, that has or may have impacted a criminal justice decision;
- requirements for human decision-makers to evidence how and in what way decisions were influenced, through fully reasoned, case-specific, written decisions, including what factors influenced a decision, and whether this involved AI or ADM system outputs; and
- clear routes for challenge or redress for individuals attempting to contest or challenge AI and ADM decisions, or the systems themselves.
INTRODUCTION

This report examines the use of AI and ADM systems in criminal justice in Europe, how they are created and operated, and their impact on people and their rights.

As with many areas of our lives, technological advancements are changing how law enforcement authorities and criminal justice decision-makers operate. These authorities are increasingly using the vast amounts of data they hold about people who come into contact with the criminal justice system, as well as other information held by public authorities and private companies, including information from health services, welfare and benefits authorities, financial and credit information and more, to assist with strategic and individual decision-making using AI and ADM systems. This trend is often driven by financial pressure, pressures for greater efficiency, and misguided perceptions about the efficiency, reliability and impartiality of these technological solutions.

Far from promoting fair and equal justice, predictive, profiling and risk assessment AI and ADM systems currently being used within criminal justice systems in Europe are further fuelling and legitimising racial and ethnic profiling and discrimination, they are normalising pre-emptive law enforcement and criminal justice action through predictions, and they are infringing fundamental rights, including the right to a fair trial, the right to liberty, the right to a private and family life, and data protection rights. The increasing use of data-based analysis and risk assessment tools in criminal justice decisions is producing similarly dangerous results.

These systems, introduced with little or no safeguards, no consideration of their impact on the individuals and groups targeted and subject to them, and with negligible consideration for human rights and the wider societal impact, are exacerbating and deepening existing biases and inequalities, effectively automating injustice.

This report will consider how AI and ADM are created, trained and operated and how the data used can result in biased results. It also examines the issue of discriminatory policing and criminal justice practices across Europe, and how these are reflected in criminal justice data. It analyses the fundamental rights and principles that these systems engage and infringe, and the gaps and loopholes in current frameworks and legislation that these systems, and their developers and deployers, are exploiting or evading, including discussion of the ethical and legal conceptions of the right to a fair trial and the presumption of innocence, discrimination, transparency and accountability.

These issues are not unique to Europe, nor are they new. AI and ADM systems used in the same contexts in the US have been shown to exhibit the same fundamental flaws and produce and create the same harms. However, there is an opportunity for European legislators to act before these systems and the consequences become even more widespread and entrenched.

This report makes clear recommendations on how to address these fundamental issues, harms and outcomes, including a prohibition on the use of AI and ADM in criminal justice to predict, profile and carry out ‘risk’ assessments against individuals, alongside strict safeguards in relation to all other uses of AI and ADM in criminal justice.

Definitions of AI and ADM systems

There are differences of opinion as to the definition of artificial intelligence (AI) and its true meaning against how it is used widely in practice, and there is no widely accepted definition. Indeed, the term has been used to encapsulate the most basic of computer-based analytical systems. Automated decision-making (ADM) system is a broader term that encapsulates all systems which process data and other inputs and produce outputs, which influence or assist with human decisions, to different degrees. Below are some of the different conceptions of these terms.

The Council of Europe has described AI in the following terms:

“AI is used as an umbrella term to refer generally to a set of sciences, theories and techniques dedicated to improving the ability of machines to do things requiring intelligence. An AI system is a machine-based system that makes recommendations, predictions or decisions for a given set of objectives. It does so by: (i) utilising machine and/or human-based inputs to perceive real and/or virtual environments; (ii) abstracting such perceptions into models manually or automatically; and (iii) deriving outcomes from these models, whether by human or automated means, in the form of recommendations, predictions or decisions.”

The EU High-Level Expert Group on AI (AI HLEG) uses the following definition of AI:

“Artificial intelligence (AI) systems are software (and possibly also hardware) systems designed by humans that, given a complex goal, act in the physical or digital dimension by perceiving their
environment through data acquisition, interpreting the collected structured or unstructured data, reasoning on the knowledge, or processing the information, derived from this data and deciding the best action(s) to take to achieve the given goal. AI systems can either use symbolic rules or learn a numeric model, and they can also adapt their behaviour by analysing how the environment is affected by their previous actions.

As a scientific discipline, AI includes several approaches and techniques, such as machine learning (of which deep learning and reinforcement learning are specific examples), machine reasoning (which includes planning, scheduling, knowledge representation and reasoning, search, and optimization), and robotics (which includes control, perception, sensors and actuators, as well as the integration of all other techniques into cyber-physical systems). As a scientific discipline, AI includes several approaches and techniques, such as machine learning (of which deep learning and reinforcement learning are specific examples), machine reasoning (which includes planning, scheduling, knowledge representation and reasoning, search, and optimization), and robotics (which includes control, perception, sensors and actuators, as well as the integration of all other techniques into cyber-physical systems).

The EU Commission’s AI Act describes AI as:

“software that is developed with one or more of the techniques and approaches listed in Annex I and can, for a given set of human-defined objectives, generate outputs such as content, predictions, recommendations, or decisions influencing the environments they interact with”

(…)

ANNEX I: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES AND APPROACHES

(a) Machine learning approaches, including supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning, using a wide variety of methods including deep learning;

(b) Logic- and knowledge-based approaches, including knowledge representation, inductive (logic) programming, knowledge bases, inference and deductive engines, (symbolic) reasoning and expert systems;

(c) Statistical approaches, Bayesian estimation, search and optimization methods.

In practice, AI is often used as a catch-all term for systems that use or analyse data with some element of autonomy, even if this is in the form of basic algorithms or data analysis, rather than more advanced machine-learning systems. As the Council of Europe’s Ad Hoc Committee on Artificial Intelligence (CAHAI) has said:

“it can be concluded that the term “AI” is used as a “blanket term” for various computer applications based on different techniques, which exhibit capabilities commonly and currently associated with human intelligence. These techniques can consist of formal models (or symbolic systems) as well as data-driven models (learning-based systems) typically relying on statistical approaches, including for instance supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning.”

It is necessary to consider all the systems which fall under this umbrella, as well as those which do not. Many ADM systems do not meet the standard of ‘true’ AI, yet they are often included within common conceptions of AI. ADM systems, often comprising some form of data-based analysis and statistical techniques, are widely used by public and private authorities, including by law enforcement and criminal justice authorities, and can have a significant impact on people’s lives. ADM systems have been described by AlgorithmWatch as:

“a socio-technological framework that encompasses a decision-making model, an algorithm that translates this model into computable code, the data this code uses as an input—either to ‘learn’ from it or to analyse it by applying the model—and the entire political and economic environment surrounding its use.”

This report will consider and analyse both AI and ADM systems used in criminal justice due to the similar and overlapping issues raised in their design, creation, purpose and operation, and in order to include and address the similar harms that result from them. Its focus is on AI and ADM systems which are used to inform, influence or ‘make’ law enforcement and criminal justice decisions and outcomes, in place of assisting, or influencing human assessment or decision-making.
**1. AI & ADM SYSTEMS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN EUROPE: CASE STUDIES**

There are various types of AI and ADM used in criminal justice systems in Europe. The use of AI and ADM systems to assist, influence or inform law enforcement and criminal justice decisions has been growing over the last decade due to the increasing availability of data and more advanced data analytics tools. Many of the systems analysed as case studies below began during that period.

Public awareness of AI and ADM tools in policing and criminal justice, including the information, processes and technologies they are based on, how they are created and deployed, where they are used, who by and against whom, is relatively low. This is understandable, due to the lack of transparency and sometimes deliberate secrecy that surrounds the creation and operation of these systems, and the poor or non-existent legal frameworks which do not require meaningful transparency, accountability and other protections in relation to these systems and their use. Despite this, AI and ADM systems used by law enforcement and in criminal justice can have very serious and real impacts on people’s lives. For a detailed analysis of the harmful impact of these systems, as well as fundamental flaws with their creation, purpose and operational use, see Section 2.

The AI and ADM systems considered in this section include systems used:

- (i) in policing to predict, profile and assess the ‘risk’ of future criminality of specific individuals, leading to surveillance, questioning, fines, stop and searches, and arrests;
- (ii) in policing to profile or predict the future occurrence of crime in certain areas or geographic locations, also leading to surveillance, questioning, stop and searches, and potentially arrests;
- (iii) to influence and assist prosecution decisions; and
- (iv) in sentencing and probation, to decide between custodial and community sentences and release from prison.

This is not an exhaustive list, but an attempt to investigate and analyse several of the most common types of systems, many of which follow the same patterns in their design, implementation, operation and impact, and those systems which demonstrate the breadth of discrimination and most harmful impact on individuals and fundamental rights in countries across Europe.

### 1.1 Predictive policing: Individuals

Predictive, profiling and risk assessment AI and ADM systems are used by law enforcement and criminal justice authorities to target and assess people on an individual level, attempting to make individualised predictions, profiles and risk assessments about them. These predictions, profiles and risk assessments then inform law enforcement action, criminal justice decisions and punishments, as well as non-criminal justice and civil action and punishment.

#### 1.1.1 ProKid - Dutch police (Netherlands)

**Used for: Risk assessment**  
**Created: 2011**

Since 2011, the Dutch police have used an automated risk assessment tool, ProKid, which purports to assess the risk of (re)offending – future criminality – of children and young people. Several iterations of the ProKid system have existed over the years, with the original program, ProKid 12-SI attempting to assess the risk of criminality of children under 12 years old. Later versions have focused on 12–18-year-olds, with the latest version in development focusing on under 23-year-olds (ProKid 23).

ProKid is an ‘actuarial’ risk assessment tool, used by police to assess the risk of young children and adolescents being involved in “future violent and property offending.”

Actuarial (or statistical) risk assessment tools estimate the risk of specific future behaviour – in this case, violent or property offending – through the assignment of weights to certain information, or data variables, that have shown to be associated with such behaviour.

It is a method of statistically estimating the likelihood of a future event occurring. In reality, ProKid does not actually predict the likelihood of criminality, rather it predicts the likelihood of a child being registered on a police system in relation to a crime.

For the development of the ProKid algorithms, data was used on a sample of 31,769 children (20,141 boys, 11,628 girls) between 12 and 18 years of age, who were registered in official Dutch police records in 2007 because they were involved in an offence as a suspect, victim, or witness.

In order to formulate and generate its risk assessments, ProKid uses police data from two police databases. The
first is a ‘criminal fact’ database where criminal records and evidence are registered, called the Basic Facility Law Enforcement (BFLE). The second database is a ‘criminal opinion’ database where “circumstantial information”, such as “observations of officers” are registered, called the Basic Facility for Forensic Investigation (BFFI).13

Data used from these databases includes:

- reports of where children have come into contact with the police, regardless of whether that contact was as a suspect, victim, or witness;
- their addresses;
- information about their ‘living environment’, which includes information about parents or co-habitants, including whether they were suspects, victims or witnesses; and
- age, gender, offending frequency and whether there was a range of different criminal offences committed.14

ProKid assesses this information to identify children as being in one of four categories of ‘risk’ of committing crime in the future.15

The four ‘risk’ categories are: ‘red’ (indicates critical danger), ‘orange’ (indicates a problem child or an address where there are problems), ‘yellow’ (indicates that a potential risk is developing) and ‘white’ (no indication of any risk).16

These codes can apply to both children and their addresses.17

The system establishes correlations between the history of parents, guardians and other adults living under the same home address of children – as criminal suspects, victims, or witnesses – to assign risk profiles to those children.18 The system assesses children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Behavioural indicators</th>
<th>Living address of the child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White:</td>
<td>No risk indication, probably a safe zone</td>
<td>A minimum of two registrations of the living address as the location of an incident, and a maximum of 5 registrations of the child or co-habitants of the child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow:</td>
<td>Indication of a rising risk potential</td>
<td>A minimum of 3 registrations of the living address as the location of an incident, or more than 5 registrations of the child or co-habitants of the child or the sum of the two above-mentioned registrations is 6-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange:</td>
<td>Indication of ‘problem youth’ / ‘problem address’</td>
<td>The sum of the incident registrations at the living address of the child and the registrations of co-habitants of the child is 15-29, or 1-2 registrations of domestic violence at the living address, or one registration of child abuse at the address of the child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red:</td>
<td>Alarm phase (indication of ‘criminal youth’ / ‘alarm address’)</td>
<td>The sum of the incident registrations at the living address of the child and the registrations of co-habitants of the child is 30 or higher, or more than two registrations of domestic violence at the living address of the child, or more than one registration of child abuse at the address of the child</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: ProKid 12-SI risk colour codes and corresponding security risks
based on their relationships with other people and their supposed risk levels, meaning that individuals can be deemed higher risk by being linked to another individual assessed as ‘high risk’, such as a sibling or a friend. ProKid assesses risks of future criminal action that children have not carried out and judges them even if they are a victim of or witness to a crime, or on the basis of the actions of other people. These children, whether victims, witnesses or those who have been falsely accused of a crime, have no responsibility for the crimes with which they are associated and no control over or responsibility for this association.

**The impact of ProKid**

If a child has been subject to a ProKid risk assessment, it results in police registering them on their systems and monitoring them, then referring them and their families to youth care services and child abuse protection services. As a result, the impact of a child being assessed as ‘at risk’ by ProKid can be extremely significant for both the child and their family, with children potentially being taken away from their parents and family. A family whose child was wrongly assessed as being at risk of neglect and domestic violence described it as “a huge threat hanging over your head and the worst punishment you can receive is losing your children.”

ProKid risk assessments have also been shown to impact family members’ criminal records. In one example, a father whose criminal record on the police BFLE database should have been erased under Dutch data retention limits of five years had his record reactivated by a correlation to his child’s ProKid risk profile, which referenced the father’s otherwise non-active criminal record. Not only was the father’s criminal record reactivated, but this in turn also amplified the perception of risk to the child, as the father’s historic offence aggravated the child’s risk profile.

A significant number of incorrect or erroneous ProKid assessments have been recorded. An evaluation of the system commissioned by the Netherlands Ministry of Security and Justice found that one third of 2,444 children risk assessed by ProKid as red, orange and yellow, i.e. those at the varying levels of risk, involved, “system or registration errors or reports based on irrelevant incidents”, and that only 1,542 of the 2,444 assessments were deemed correct. In other words, over a third of children had their risk levels mis-assigned.

A ProKid profile is also the first step in a pipeline of automated risk assessments, which can lead to serious criminal justice penalties and other related outcomes. Despite its name, ProKid is anything but.

### 1.1.2 Top 600 - Amsterdam Municipality, police & social services (Netherlands)

**Used for:** Risk modelling and profiling  
**Created:** 2012

In 2012, the Amsterdam Municipality started the ‘Top600’, an automated risk modelling and profiling system, in partnership with police and social services. It attempts to profile the ‘top 600’ young people, over the age of 16, who are most at risk of committing ‘High Impact Crime’ in the future.

The Top600 is part of what the Dutch police called the ‘Person Oriented Approach’ (“Persoonsgerichte Aanpak” or PGA) to policing.

The Dutch police state the aim of this approach as follows:

“The PGA aims to break through persistent patterns of crime and nuisance with repressive and preventive interventions. Prioritized persons are led to a care and/or judicial process. Attention is paid to the person himself and his (family) system.”

The Dutch police describe this approach as:

“The police periodically draw up a police name list. The list includes all persons who may qualify for a PGA on the basis of the prioritized safety themes. The ranking of persons on the list is based on: the number of times that a person is listed as a suspect for the selected offenses and the person’s score on a Risk Assessment Instrument (RTI). The system knowledge is enriched with street knowledge.”

The criteria used by Top600 to assess the risk of someone committing ‘High Impact Crime’ is chosen by the police and the Public Prosecution Service. It is stated by the Amsterdam Municipality as follows:

- “In the past 5 years, you have been arrested as a suspect for a high-impact crime: robbery, burglary, aggravated assault, murder/manslaughter or open violence against people.
- In the past 5 years, you have been presented to a bankruptcy judge.
- In the last 5 years, you have come into contact with the Public Prosecution Service at least 3 times and have been sentenced to a punishment.

Juvenile offenders (under 21 years of age) are included on the list if they have come
into contact with the Public Prosecution Service at least twice in the past 5 years and have been sentenced. In the case of a conviction for a high-impact offense, it is also possible after the first conviction.”

The punitive consequences of a Top600 designation

Those on the Top600 are subject to a number of criminal justice and non-criminal justice punishments. The Dutch Public Prosecution Service describe the outcomes of the Top600 system as “punishments” and “interventions”. It states that the outline approach is to “punish quickly, severely and consistently”, stating that “clever use is made of the combination of punishment/care”. The Amsterdam Municipality also ominously states that “The families of the frequent offenders on the list are visited” without specifying by whom. From the experiences of those people profiled and their families, considered below, this often involves police raids and arrests.

The Public Prosecution Service has stated that they will seek higher and more severe penalties for those on the Top600 list, asserting that they will make “higher penalty demands for high-impact crimes such as robberies” in addition to ensuring “active and rapid prosecution of minor offences as well”. Dutch lawyers have also alleged that public prosecutors also seek “the longest possible pre-trial detention” for those listed on the Top600.

Other punitive action taken against those on the Top600 includes the “active and swift deprivation and confiscation of valuables”, as stated by the Public Prosecution Service. The Amsterdam Municipality state that “a large part of the people on the Top1000 list have outstanding fines at the CJIB [Central Judicial Collection Agency]” and that they are looking into “whether coercive measures can be used to keep a person fulfilling their responsibilities in this way”. The Amsterdam Municipality also states that Top600 partner organisations are exploring “extra efforts… to bring about behavioural change” by targeting “the three Ws (living, work and partners)”. Groenendaal concluded that the system often “works counterproductively” and that while it “looks good on paper… in [her] experience it is nothing in practice”.

In another case, a 22-year-old man from Diamantbuurt on the Top600 was arrested and detained twice in one day, and held overnight, just for being in a group outside in his local area. He said that he is “constantly approached” by police. His lawyer, Groenendaal stated that “he is not even allowed to go out with his family”. Groenendaal concluded that the system often “works counterproductively” and that while it “looks good on paper… in [her] experience it is nothing in practice”. 

“Jesse has never been convicted by a judge of a street robbery, but because he is on the list, he is arrested whenever someone is wanted for a street robbery. Then it usually turns out after one day that it was not Jesse. The bad thing is that arrests also count to get or stay on the list. Jesse never gets off the Top600 in this way”.

“Mohammed was first ‘bullied’ with all kinds of group bans, preventing him from even going to the swimming pool, and then his residence permit was revoked. He wants nothing to do with the Top600.”

“Souf gets a ticket every three meters when he rides on his moped, simply because he is on that list. When he finally got himself a job, it was ruined by the Top600 people because they called the new employer to see if he knew who he was dealing with. Then the job was cancelled. He also doesn’t want to know anything about the Top600 anymore.”

“Rachid was arrested for the slightest thing and has now been detained for half a year for a deal of nothing. But when he recently became a father and wanted to visit his wife and baby on a short leave from detention, the Top600 did nothing to help him. He too has lost all faith in the Top600. He’s still stuck. When he is released later, there will be no escorts, there will be no home and he will simply take a garbage bag out into the street.”

The impact of the Top600

The impact of being profiled by the Top600 stretches beyond the official punishments stated by the Amsterdam Municipality and Public Prosecution Service, with those on the Top600 also subjected to a whole host of other sanctions and interventions by state authorities.

A lawyer who has worked with individuals profiled on the Top600, Eline Groenendaal, has described a number of cases where individuals have been subjected to arbitrary police and other enforcement action, including arrest, being “constantly followed” and harassed by police, and having regular home checks, as a result of being on the Top600. She describes the myriad ways in which people are harassed, oppressed and have their daily lives impacted:
Another resident from Diamantbuurt, a 24-year-old man, was profiled as part of the Top600 due to crimes committed before 2009—even though the Top600 risk assessment system only began to be used in 2012. He was arrested three times in 2011 and 2012 for street robberies, and despite being released before a judge had assessed the arrest, this was enough to keep him on the Top600. His lawyers alleged the arrests were all unlawful and said that such profiling could only legitimately use information on convictions, not just arrest(s) or ‘contact’ with the police.

A mother of a son profiled by the Top600 has described the significant impact it had on both her and her son’s life. Diana Sardjoe has said that police detectives came “all the time” and her son was “constantly accused of doing things with the guys he hung out with”. On one occasion, stolen property was tracked to their apartment block, and the police came for her son again, as well as taking away her other 15-year-old son; both were released. When there was an assault and robbery in their neighbourhood, police again came for her son. She described being called to pick up her son from the police detention centre late at night after he had been taken there by police. She said that as a result, her children “withdrew further and further”. She has also said that the mothers of children on the Top600 and Top400 are threatened with having their other, younger children taken away from them. Sardjoe has since founded an organisation, De Moeder is de Sleutel (The Mother is the Key), which supports mothers and young people impacted by being profiled by the Top600 and Top400.

The Top600 approach dangerously blurs the lines between care and punitive coercion. Those profiled by the Top600 are subject to the “threat of repression”, formally referred to as “Very Irritating Policing”. Here, Top600 authorities encourage police to “use their discretionary power to act on ‘small infringements’” against those on the Top600 who are deemed not to “comply” with requirements made of them. A police officer has described that:

“the Top600 [list] gets undivided attention.... Everyone knows who’s on [the list], everything is registered. We have a complete picture, almost hour by hour.”

One young Dutch-Moroccan man from Diamantbuurt profiled on the Top600 has spoken about being “followed and monitored wherever he goes” and that “police officers regularly called out to him by name in public, outing him as a person of interest for the police”. He said that “When the police drive by and call you by name, you really feel put on the spot.” A police officer assigned to the Top600 has said that such action “can be a form of intervention”, and described other action the police can take against young people on the Top600:

“They ask for their IDs, call into the precinct and hear that four of them are in the Top600. The uniformed police will then probably say, ‘Hey guys, you’re in the Top600. We don’t have anything on you now, but mind you, we’re keeping an eye on you’. So, yes, they do get that stamp among police officers.”

A lawyer described how the system become a “self-fulfilling prophecy”:

“Because you’re on the list and you’re from that neighbourhood, it means you’ll be arrested quickly. And you’ll be sent home after two days because they actually have nothing on you, but you do have a citation next to your name. When that happens a few times, they’ll say, see, you have a lot of police contacts... Even though you are actively sought out by the police because you are on that list. Because they have a description of the subject: guy on a black scooter with a black jacket, and, well, that can be anyone in Amsterdam. And then they start stopping guys from the list, that’s just how it works.”

The criminal justice and non-criminal justice interventions and punishments detailed above can have significant impacts on an individual, resulting in both criminal justice action, and other, non-criminal justice punishments, without any judicial oversight or remedy, such as a trial. These criminal justice consequences occur without any formal trial or assessment of the relevant evidence by a judge or judicial process. The Top600 assessment is only carried out and updated every six months, and people can only be removed after a year without arrests for a list of violent crimes, so individuals profiled as part of it have to endure a year of this intensified monitoring and action from police.

Among those people profiled by the Top600, there are clear themes, both in terms of their ethnicity and their neighbourhoods, which suggests a clear element of discrimination on ethnic and socio-economic grounds. The Dutch national public broadcaster NPO reported in May 2020 that

“more than one third of the Top 600 boys are of Moroccan descent.”

In January 2020, the Top 600 risk assessment list contained only 469 people, as opposed to 600.
The majority of those on the list lived in one over-represented district, Amsterdam Oost, while 61 lived in Amsterdam Nieuw-West and 56 lived in Amsterdam Zuidoost, the second and third highest respectively. Many of those individuals who have shared their experiences are from the same neighbourhoods, such as Diamantbuurt, which has a notable Dutch-Moroccan population, and many whose experiences of the Top600 are detailed above have Dutch-Moroccan heritage.

### 1.1.3 Top400 - Amsterdam Municipality, police & social services (Netherlands)

**Used for:** Risk modelling

**Created:** 2015

The Top400 is another risk modelling and profiling system run by the Amsterdam Municipality alongside police, prosecutors and social services. It was first used in 2015. The Top400 focuses on children under 16 years old, in contrast to the Top600. The Top400 is run by the Amsterdam Municipality, which describes the system as “the same for the Top600: combining punishment and care”, and that it “place[s] more emphasis on care for some people, and more on punishment for others.” Its objective is stated as not just targeting ‘High Impact Crime’ but all forms of crime, and it aims to prevent “brothers and sisters” from being involved with crime.

The Top400 was developed out of and using the ProKid risk assessment model and risk assessment outcomes as a basis, with some people put on the Top400 because of previous risk assessments by ProKid. In July 2016, 125 people were put on the Top400 on the basis of assessments made by ProKid, and the Amsterdam Municipality currently states that ProKid is used to assess people as part of the Top400.

The Netherlands based Public Interest Litigation Project (PILP) has discovered further information on the Top400 via freedom of information requests that suggests the genesis of the Top400 was even more problematic and unjust.

The Amsterdam Municipality wrote to sub-municipalities and neighbouring municipalities asking for the ‘top ten’ most ‘troublesome’ young people in those areas.

Once this information was received, these lists were then cross-checked against the Top600, and those that were already on the Top600 were excluded. The remaining children were assessed and correlating factors between them were used to create the original criteria for the Top400. This exercise shows a clear confirmation bias, the retrospective allocation of criteria based on pre-conceived notions of ‘troublesome’, embedded with discriminatory perceptions, as well as fundamental errors in placing importance on correlation rather than causation.

The Top400 uses even more dangerously broad criteria in its risk modelling than the Top600, including non-criminal justice data as indicators of criminality, as well as mere suspicion of involvement with crime, without actual evidence. The Amsterdam Municipality describes the Top400 risk modelling as including not just criminal justice data, but also “serious care signals”, stating that:

> “After four years of Top600 approach, we know that characteristics other than arrests and convictions for HIC [High Impact Crime] offenses are also indicative of a (developing) criminal career.”

As a result, the Top400 aims to “allow these other characteristics such as ‘care signals’ to play a part in determining the composition of the target group.” According to the Amsterdam Municipality, the criteria for being assessed by the Top400 risk model is as follows:

> “You are on the Top400 list because you meet a set of (criminal and care) criteria (variant 1), or because you have been arrested as a suspect and appear in the police records (variant 2).”
In variant 1, the (criminal and care) criteria consist of that you have been or have been suspected of one or more crimes in the past 5 years. You have also been suspected of a high-impact crime at least once: a robbery, street robbery, burglary, serious assault, murder/manslaughter or open violence against people. We also have concerns about you because we see that at least 3 of the points below apply to you: you have (had) a juvenile probation measure (this point counts double);

• you have been or have been placed under surveillance;
• for example, you have been absent from school a lot or did not finish school;
• you have changed primary school at least 3 times;
• you have been involved in a domestic violence incident (as a victim, witness or suspect);
• you have been arrested as a suspect between the ages of 12 and 14;
• you’ve been arrested for dealing fake dope for the last 2 years.

In variant 2 you have been placed on the Top400 list because you have been arrested by the police at least once in the past 5 years, and because we are concerned about you because of the contacts you have had with the police and/or the contacts that others in your immediate vicinity have had with the police. Figures show that there is a good chance that you will also go down the wrong path and end up in crime. We want to avoid this together with you.”

The use of arrest and ‘suspicion’ data without any objective evidence of involvement in crime, as well as the use of ‘care’ criteria and a child’s school history as part of this risk model which has serious criminal justice implications, is extremely concerning.

The impact of the Top400

Children and the families of children on the Top400 receive letters from the Amsterdam Municipality to tell them that they have been identified as one of the Top400. The Amsterdam Municipality states that young people on the Top400 list “receive extra attention from the municipality and organizations such as the police, GGD [public health department] and youth protection” and that “information, including personal data, is exchanged between these organisations.”

One mother of a child on the Top400 described that if people refuse to participate in the “care” side of the Top400 approach, “they will report you” and “threaten to remove your children from home.”

The consequences of a Top400 risk assessment, therefore, show the same dangerous blurring of boundaries between ‘care’ and punishment as the consequences of a Top600 risk assessment.

There are clear possibilities for structural discrimination to find its way into this system. Young people, under the age of 16, are labelled as criminals by this system purely on the basis of previous ‘contact’ with the police. There is no need for any objective evidence of criminality other than this ‘contact’, or being ‘suspected’ or, sometimes, actually arrested, in relation to a crime – but no conviction is needed to label someone in this way. Young people who are victims or witnesses are also targeted by the Top400 and subsequently police, even if they have not been convicted of any crime.

Unlike the Top600, the Top400 assessment list is not updated every six months, and once someone has been assessed as at risk, they will remain on the system for “at least two years” according to the Amsterdam Municipality, so individuals profiled as part of the Top400 – including victims and witnesses – and their families have to endure at least two years of these policing interventions.

1.1.4 National Data Analytics Solution – West Midlands Police, UK Home Office & other police forces (England, United Kingdom)
Used for: Risk assessment and profiling
Created: 2016

The National Data Analytics Solution (NDAS) is a data analytics, risk assessment and crime prediction tool, created by West Midlands Police in England, in partnership with eight other police forces, including Greater Manchester Police and the Metropolitan Police Service, as well as the UK Home Office. Accenture, the multinational consultancy firm, has also assisted in the creation and development of NDAS as a contractor. The NDAS has been given millions of pounds in funding every year by the UK Home Office.
since its inception in 2016.\textsuperscript{78}

West Midlands Police state that NDAS uses “advanced analytics and statistical techniques”\textsuperscript{79} and describe it as:

“[A] new, scalable and flexible analytics capability for UK law enforcement using advanced analytics to deliver insights to partners on agreed high priority operational and organisational issues.”\textsuperscript{80}

The NDAS uses machine-learning and predictive analytics to conduct “behavioural analysis” and “predictive modelling”\textsuperscript{81} in order to create and provide individual predictions and profiles about people and their likely future actions. These are intended to inform and influence pre-emptive policing interventions.\textsuperscript{82}

West Midlands Police has stated that the NDAS will “create meaningful insight and identify value driving patterns which should ultimately lead to crime prediction and prevention”, enabling police “to action the insights generated”, “make early interventions” and “evidence-based local interventions”, in order to “prevent criminality… by proactively addressing threats”\textsuperscript{83}

NDAS uses data from each participating police force “to create a rich picture of the law enforcement landscape”, including police intelligence reports on individuals and ‘events’, stop and search data, drug use data and custody information.\textsuperscript{84} West Midlands Police has said that it intends future partners providing data for the NDAS to include the National Health Service, the Department for Education, the Department for Work and Pensions, and the Department for Communities and Local Government,\textsuperscript{85} giving it the ability to:

“pull in data from other local public service providers (such as social care services, local authorities, education providers and other emergency services), private sector organisations, or open source data to deepen understanding of local services and the social context.”\textsuperscript{86}

This raises the prospect of policing and criminal justice decisions and outcomes being based on automated predictions that have been informed by data from essential public services including health, education, social welfare, and local authorities, among others.

![Figure 3: A slide from West Midland police's NDAS development programme 'Data-Driven Insight & Data Science Capability for UK Law Enforcement’ detailing the data used.](image-url)
West Midlands Police has also said that the data they use as part of NDAS may include social media data.\(^{87}\) It has said it may use commercial marketing data from Experian,\(^{88}\) which profiles and categorises individual postcodes into geodemographic classifications, using information including exam results, child benefits and income support, family and personal names linked to ethnicity, and 850 million data points.\(^ {89}\)

West Midlands Police acknowledges that it uses personal data and special category personal data and conducts ‘sensitive processing’ under the Data Protection Act 2018 (the UK law that implements the EU General Data Protection Regulation and Law Enforcement Directive) as part of the NDAS.\(^ {90}\) It also acknowledges that there is an “absence of a framework regulating analytics in law enforcement” and has said that it is “developing a proposed framework” itself.\(^ {91}\)

In early iterations of the NDAS, West Midlands Police developed a predictive risk model of ‘co-offending – the commission of a crime by more than one person – using police records to identify the strongest ‘predictors’ that indicated whether someone was an ‘influencer’ of co-offending.\(^ {92}\) The police data used included the number of times an individual was stopped and searched, the number of intelligence reports about an individual in police records, the number of solo crimes committed by their associates, and mentions of the individual in drug habit or addiction records.\(^ {93}\)

The use of stop and search data in NDAS predictive models is deeply concerning, given that it is highly likely to result in discriminatory outcomes. Stop and search is a policing strategy that is consistently used in a discriminatory manner in the United Kingdom (as well as across Europe).\(^ {94}\) In 2019/20, Black people were four and a half times more likely than white people to be stopped and searched in the West Midlands Police area of England.\(^ {95}\) People from mixed ethnic backgrounds were six times more likely and Asian people were two and a half times more likely.\(^ {96}\) During this time, just 14 per cent of stop and searches led to an arrest.\(^ {97}\) Nationally, across England and Wales, Black people were more than nine times more likely to be stopped and searched than white people in 2019/20.\(^ {98}\) In this same time period, 76 per cent of stop and searches resulted in no further action.\(^ {99}\) This is the type of data being fed into West Midlands Police’s predictive models.

Numerous other ‘use-cases’ for NDAS have been developed, designed and promoted by West Midlands Police over the last few years, including a model aimed at predicting ‘most serious violence’.\(^ {100}\) The ‘most serious violence (MSV)’ model, trained using machine-learning tools,\(^ {101}\) intends:

“to predict which individual nominals, who are already known to the police, are likely to commit their first most serious violence offence in the next 24 months.”\(^ {102}\)

West Midlands Police state that the MSV predictions are conducted for the purpose of “enabling early interventions”,\(^ {103}\) and this process is described as follows:

“This use case looks to use advanced predictive analytics to identify indicators that lead to an individual committing their first serious violence offence with a gun or a knife. Through applying these indicators, the model can output a risk score for all nominals known to the police, which can be managed and utilised as supplementary intelligence.”\(^ {104}\)

The MSV model uses police-held information about individuals, including uncorroborated police ‘intelligence’ reports:

“Behavioural KPIs [key performance indicators] – these provide a summary of an individual’s past behaviour derived from appearances within police data. Some examples of these behaviours are the past number of offences committed, the number of times a person has been a victim, or the number of times a person has been mentioned within an intelligence report”\(^ {105}\) (emphasis added).

The MSV model also draws predictive value from the relationships that individuals are alleged to have with other people, such as whether they are “closely linked” to “known individuals charged with MSV crimes”.\(^ {106}\) In the context of the use of police data and ‘intelligence’ records, West Midlands Police have even admitted that:

“There is potential for bias to be present in the underlying dataset in terms of the recorded incidents of harmful/most harmful offences and within the intelligence reports.”\(^ {107}\)

Yet, West Midlands Police continues to use this kind of deeply problematic data in their predictive models.
In its own analysis of NDAS, and specifically the MSV model, West Midlands Police admits that “there is currently no formal system in place” to analyse and demonstrate whether the MSV model will “improve the current system”.\(^{108}\) West Midlands Police states that it uses a “precision score” of only 50 per cent for the outputs of the model, meaning that the prediction must only be around 50 per cent certain to actually occur for it to be used to inform interventions.\(^{109}\) Initial testing of the MSV model by West Midlands Police resulted in a precision score of just 54 per cent.\(^{110}\)

An independent review of the NDAS by the Alan Turing Institute Data Ethics Group (ATI DEG) and Independent Digital Ethics Panel for Policing (IDDEPP) concluded that there were:

> “serious ethical issues… concerning surveillance and autonomy, as well as the reversal of the presumption of innocence on the basis of statistical prediction”\(^{111}\)

The independent review questioned:

> “whether it is ethical to use data in order to intervene for the public good against individuals before they have offended even though this approach will single out individuals who, like the public generally, may not have committed a criminal offence, or who will perhaps not go on to commit a future offence”\(^{112}\)

The review also criticised the “reliability or biases in the ‘evidence base’”, noted that this would impact the “accuracy as well as the legitimacy of preventive action”,\(^{113}\) and stated that the NDAS “seeks to legitimise proactive and preventative policing”.\(^{114}\)

Despite these numerous and significant issues, West Midlands Police continue to develop NDAS for the purpose of operational deployment. Other predictive models in development include a geographic ‘violent crime’ prediction tool.\(^{115}\)

1.1.5 The Sensing Project – Roermond police (Netherlands)

**Used for:** Risk assessment and profiling  
**Created:** 2018

In Roermond, the Netherlands, police use an algorithmic risk assessment and crime prediction system called the ‘Sensing Project’, which attempts to profile and ‘predict’ the “likely perpetrators of pickpocketing and shoplifting” in a local shopping centre.\(^{116}\) While the Sensing Project is described as a ‘pilot’, which was begun in 2019, it is clear that the system influences and results in active law enforcement action and operations.\(^{117}\)

Roermond police created the Sensing Project algorithm following an internal study into pickpocketing and shoplifting at a local shopping centre in Roermond, using its own specific criteria in this analysis. Its ‘study’ found that around 60 per cent of suspects of those crimes in that location were Dutch nationals, with around 22 per cent of suspects being nationals of ‘Eastern European’ countries.\(^{118}\) However, Roermond police selectively focused on a conception of crime it calls ‘mobile banditry’, which it identified as comprising economic crimes “committed by foreign groups of so-called ‘bandits’”,\(^{119}\) which, it claims, is committed by people coming to the Netherlands from Eastern European countries.\(^{120}\)

The model itself is specifically biased against non-Dutch nationals. Roermond police took the clearly biased step of excluding Dutch nationals from the definition of ‘mobile banditry’ and narrowing the focus of the Sensing Project.\(^{121}\) Roermond police do not clarify which nationalities are defined as ‘Eastern European’, but associate it with people from Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, Lithuania, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia. Roermond police also specifically associate mobile banditry with Roma. The latter association is not based on statistical fact as there is no national law enforcement data on suspects’ ethnicity in the Netherlands, because Dutch police do not record it.\(^{122}\)

Roermond police has created a profile of this conception of ‘mobile banditry’, and the Sensing Project algorithm assesses those travelling in Roermond against these criteria. The Sensing Project’s criteria include:

- “Target travels by car. The Sensing project focuses on suspected pickpockets and shoplifters travelling by car
- Target is accompanied by passengers (other targets) in the car. The police consider multiple individuals in one car as an indication of a group of targets.
- Car takes a specific route. The police can retrace the route of the car from the ANPR cameras. The police predict suspicious routes using such data. A car travelling from Germany and headed towards the shopping centre is regarded as suspicious.
- Car may have a Romanian or German licence plate. (…) the police stated that a Romanian licence plate would generate points in the risk model.
Car may be a (...) rental car from Germany, three to five years old.

Car might be stolen, associated with previous criminality, or displaying false licence plates.\textsuperscript{123}

The algorithm calculates an overall risk score, and when a high-risk score is produced, the car, its driver and the passengers are designated as ‘suspicious’ and the Sensing Project system generates a ‘hit’. Police are notified of these ‘hits’. The police officers on patrol have a wide discretion in relation to these notifications. They can choose whether or not to respond. If they do respond, the car is often intercepted, and the police check the identities of the driver and passengers and can record them in connection with the ‘hit’.\textsuperscript{124}

The system has a problematic flaw which facilitates a harmful and erroneous ‘feedback loop’: a car without previous connection or registration on police databases can be flagged because it meets the wide non-criminal criteria of the Sensing Project algorithm, but even if its occupants are not identified as suspected criminals following a ‘hit’, the car’s details are still entered into the police system. Next time the car is driven in Roermond, this will result in the Sensing Project designating it with a higher risk score, due to the previous registration on the police system, despite there being no evidence or even police suspicion of criminality beyond the Sensing Project risk assessment. Amnesty International alleged that when they contacted Roermond police, it was:

“unable to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Sensing project and admitted that the design of the project does not allow them to adequately measure its effectiveness in the prevention of pickpocketing and shoplifting.”\textsuperscript{125}

Amnesty International allege that, “the project is therefore inadequate to give trustworthy intelligence about the operational methods of pickpockets and shoplifters in Roermond.”\textsuperscript{126}

\subsection{1.1.6 RADAR-iTE – Federal Criminal Police (Germany)}

Used for: Individual risk assessment tool

Created: 2017

In 2017, the German Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) launched a violence risk assessment tool called RADAR-iTE, a rule-based analysis tool intended to assess the ‘acute risk’ of ‘potentially destructive offenders’ of ‘Islamist terrorism’.\textsuperscript{127} The BKA describe the purpose and utility of RADAR-iTE as follows:

“RADAR-iTE will provide important assistance in risk assessment through improved structuring and documentation of biographical histories of already known persons of the militant-Salafist spectrum. A nationwide uniform traceability of the assessments will be possible. By means of RADAR-iTE, the resources of German security authorities will be more specifically targeted at those persons who are identified as being at high risk of committing a violent act in Germany.”

The tool uses police information on a person’s ‘observable behaviour’, with case workers “drawing on as much information as possible about events in the person’s life that are necessary for a better overall understanding”. The tool classifies people as either ‘high’, ‘conspicuous’ or ‘moderate’ risk, and these are provided to a case handler, who decides on “individually appropriate intervention measures”.

RADAR-iTE was apparently developed using the procedure for already established risk assessment instruments for the assessment of violent offenders. A further risk analysis system, RISKANT, is also being developed to build on RADAR-iTE to produce a “case-by-case threat assessment for identified high-risk persons”.\textsuperscript{128}
1.2 Predictive policing: Areas or locations

Certain predictive, profiling and risk assessment AI and ADM systems target areas or locations. These systems seek to make predictions or profiles about those areas and the actions – often alleged crimes and specific types of crime – that will be committed in those areas and locations, as well as when those crimes will be committed. These predictions are then used to inform law enforcement decisions, such as increased attention on the areas in which such future crime has been ‘predicted’.

1.2.1 Crime Anticipation System – Dutch police (Netherlands)

Used for: Geographic crime prediction
Created: 2017

The ‘Crime Anticipation System’ (CAS) is a geographic crime prediction system used across the Netherlands since 2017. The system tries to predict crime rates in specific areas using data from three sources: previous crimes, locations and known criminals data from BVI (Central Crime Database); aggregated socio-economic data including ages, incomes, benefits, house prices, population density, family sizes and number of parents from CBS (Demographics from Statistics Netherlands); and street location data from GBA (Municipal Administration).

Originally among the data predictors used by CAS to predict crimes in a particular area was the number of ‘non-Western’ individuals with at least one foreign-born parent living in that area. The software not only presupposed the existence of a correlation between ethnicity and crime, but also singled out a category of ethnicities to be of particular concern, given that the presence of ‘Western’, ‘autochtone’ individuals were not used as indicators. Furthermore, given that ‘Western’ was defined somewhat subjectively (for example, including individuals of Japanese or Indonesian origin, and including all European nationalities, apart from Turkish), CAS incorporated...

Figure 5: ‘Experian’s Mosaic ‘Asian Heritage’ profile (with added emphasis). Credit: Big Brother Watch.
highly questionable societal categorisations and biases. This indicator was removed in 2017.

However, numerous other data indicators used in CAS are also highly problematic and likely to be proxies for ethnicity data, as well as being discriminatory themselves. The way the system is designed, and the CBS data used – family sizes and parents, income and benefits, among others – shows a targeting of specific family structures and economic factors, profiling criminals and victims as part of “broken families”. The use of benefits data indicates that the police see poorer people as having a higher likelihood of committing crime, as there is no comparable data at the other end of the spectrum, such as the number of millionaires. It is particularly concerning that an individual might be profiled for policing purposes on the basis of their access to essential services, such as welfare or benefits. These factors should not be regarded as relevant factors for determining whether someone may commit criminal offences. Areas are also profiled by the presence of previous offenders. The indicators from the BVI database refer to data about previously convicted criminals or so called “known offenders”. The distance to the closest known offender is calculated, as well as the number of recently active, known offenders that live within 500 and 1000 metres respectively.

The CAS is ultimately a social construction of an extremely limited and biased form of reality, shaped by the socio-economic and crime data available to Dutch police, and a conception by Dutch police of “deviant physical traits, economic situations and behaviours”. CAS outputs are likely to reproduce and ultimately reinforce those same biases and inequalities.

1.2.2 Dynamic Evolving Learning Integrated Algorithm (Delia) - Italian police (Milan, Italy)
Used for: Geographic and individual crime prediction
Created: 2008

The Dynamic Evolving Learning Integrated Algorithm system (Delia), formerly known as KeyCrime, is a crime analysis and prediction system, described by its developer as using “artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques”. The algorithm analyses criminal behaviour, particularly sequences of crimes allegedly committed by specific individuals or groups, in order to create profiles of offenders as well as predictions of future criminality in specific areas. It was initially created in conjunction with Italian police in Milan. The software provider, called KeyCrime after the original name of the system, states that Delia:

“creates and compares profiles compiled from millions of combinations of variables in order to link crimes that were committed by the same criminal of criminal gang.” and “helps users interpret the time intervals, target types and geographical areas (...) so that officers can predict the next possible event”.

Delia analyses not just geographic crime data, but purportedly 1.5 million variables from general information such as the date, time and place of an event, to more detailed information such as details about a suspect from witness and victim interviews. This can include specific identifying details such as perceived age, height, body structure, skin, hair, eye colour, clothing and accent of the individual, information on any weapons involved, and the type, make, model and license plate of the vehicle used. This information is then combined with police reports and crime records – more police ‘intelligence’ – as well as footage from video surveillance cameras.

Delia allegedly predicts the precise place where a crime will take place, as well as a specific profile of the individual who will commit the crime. The predictions and profiles are then intended to be used by police at the specific time and place to identify and apprehend the alleged suspect, with KeyCrime stating that its predictive output:

“allows Law Enforcement Agencies to make informed decisions about where and when to position officers for targeted activities of crime prevention or repression and use police resources in the most efficient manner possible.”

KeyCrime’s Delia software specifically uses ethnicity data. The developer has openly said that:

“In terms of investigation, information on the ethnicity of those who committed the crimes is essential; if developers of other software have decided not to collect this data, I have serious doubts about the effectiveness of their software.”

KeyCrime does not provide the accuracy of its software’s predictions, with the developer of the system stating that, “this is a fact that we do not provide and that I personally consider unimportant”. KeyCrime alleges that Delia’s predictions can be used in criminal prosecutions, stating that “Prosecutors benefit as well as Delia’s documentation helps them prosecute criminals for multiple crimes” and can help to “convict perpetrators of their multiple crimes instead of just the last one for which they were caught”. Confusingly, the developer has also said that KeyCrime software “has no scientific value in court”.

“creates and compares profiles compiled from millions of combinations of variables in order to link crimes that were committed by the same criminal of criminal gang.” and “helps users interpret the time intervals, target types and geographical areas (...) so that officers can predict the next possible event”.

Delia analyses not just geographic crime data, but purportedly 1.5 million variables from general information such as the date, time and place of an event, to more detailed information such as details about a suspect from witness and victim interviews. This can include specific identifying details such as perceived age, height, body structure, skin, hair, eye colour, clothing and accent of the individual, information on any weapons involved, and the type, make, model and license plate of the vehicle used. This information is then combined with police reports and crime records – more police ‘intelligence’ – as well as footage from video surveillance cameras.

Delia allegedly predicts the precise place where a crime will take place, as well as a specific profile of the individual who will commit the crime. The predictions and profiles are then intended to be used by police at the specific time and place to identify and apprehend the alleged suspect, with KeyCrime stating that its predictive output:

“allows Law Enforcement Agencies to make informed decisions about where and when to position officers for targeted activities of crime prevention or repression and use police resources in the most efficient manner possible.”

KeyCrime’s Delia software specifically uses ethnicity data. The developer has openly said that:

“In terms of investigation, information on the ethnicity of those who committed the crimes is essential; if developers of other software have decided not to collect this data, I have serious doubts about the effectiveness of their software.”

KeyCrime does not provide the accuracy of its software’s predictions, with the developer of the system stating that, “this is a fact that we do not provide and that I personally consider unimportant”. KeyCrime alleges that Delia’s predictions can be used in criminal prosecutions, stating that “Prosecutors benefit as well as Delia’s documentation helps them prosecute criminals for multiple crimes” and can help to “convict perpetrators of their multiple crimes instead of just the last one for which they were caught”. Confusingly, the developer has also said that KeyCrime software “has no scientific value in court”. 
1.2.3 SKALA – State Office of Criminal Investigations in North Rhine Westphalia (Germany)

**Used for:** Geographic crime prediction  
**Created:** 2015

The System for Crime Analysis and Anticipation (SKALA) is a geographic crime prediction tool used in North Rhine Westphalia, in Germany, by the State Office of Criminal Investigations, to predict domestic burglary and car thefts in residential areas. It was originally tested and introduced between 2015 and 2017 and has since reportedly been implemented in 16 major police departments, making it the biggest predictive policing tool in Germany.

SKALA uses police data and crime reports data, in addition to geographical, meteorological, and demographic data on specific residential neighbourhoods. The police data included information about the geo-locations of crimes, times of offences, methods, and items taken. North Rhine-Westphalia authorities buy residential demographic data used in SKALA from a commercial location profiling and marketing company called Nexiga, which provides “location intelligence and geomarketing solutions”. SKALA’s predictions are represented on a map, which police then use to take specific action including covert surveillance, traffic controls and increased police presence at forecasted areas.

An evaluation of SKALA by North Rhine Westphalia police in 2018 found that:

“There are no robust statistical results that indicate an effect of SKALA - in the sense of a connection between measures and the subsequent events (e.g. arrests, prevention of WED [residential burglary]).”

Other similar systems used in Germany include the Pre-Crime Observation System (Precobs), a geographic crime prediction system focusing on burglary used by Bavarian police, which an independent study found had no significant influence on crime rates; Predictive Mobile Analytics for Police (PreMap), another geographic crime prediction tool focusing on burglary used in Lower Saxony; and the burglary prediction systems KLB-operativ, used by the State Office of Criminal Investigations in Hessen, and KrimPro, used by Berlin police.

1.3 Prosecution

This section considers a system which is used to profile and assess the risk of whether an individual will re-offend in future, for the purpose of determining whether that individual should be prosecuted.

1.3.1 Harm Assessment Risk Tool – Durham Police (England, United Kingdom)

**Used for:** Risk assessment and reoffending predictor  
**Created:** 2017

The Harm Assessment Risk Tool (HART) is a machine-learning predictive system, used by Durham Constabulary to profile suspects of crime and predict their ‘risk’ of re-offending in the future. HART produces risk scores: high, moderate or low. This automated risk score is used to decide whether to charge the suspect or deal with them via an out of court disposal programme called Checkpoint. If an individual is chosen to be dealt with via Checkpoint, they are not prosecuted, but instead have to agree to go through a programme of structured interventions aimed at rehabilitation. If individuals successfully complete the Checkpoint rehabilitation programme, they will not be prosecuted. The automated risk score produced by HART can therefore have significant criminal justice consequences – the difference between prosecution or rehabilitation.

Only those who are rated as moderate risk by HART are eligible for the Checkpoint diversion and rehabilitation programme. The HART risk categorisations assess high risk as someone being likely to commit a serious offence within two years (murder, attempted murder, aggravated violent offences such as grievous bodily harm, robbery, sexual crimes, and firearm offences). Individuals assessed as likely to commit non-serious crimes within two years are designated as moderate risk, and those who are predicted to commit no new offences are considered low risk.

The aim and principles behind the overall strategy and Checkpoint programme – to prosecute less, rehabilitate rather than criminalise, and divert people away from the criminal justice system – are extremely positive. However, the use of the automated system, HART, in making such decisions, the data it uses in producing its outcomes, and even the concept behind making criminal justice decisions based on predictions of future actions, is discriminatory, unethical and unacceptable.

The HART algorithm is based on a ‘random forest’ model, a form of machine-learning. As explained by its developers, academics and members of Durham Constabulary:
The random forest is constructed from 509 separate classification and regression decision trees (CART), which are then combined into the full forecasting model. Essentially, each tree is a model in and of itself, and produces a forecast which is then used as one vote out of 509 total votes. The votes are counted, and the overall forecast for the full model becomes the outcome which receives the most votes.”

HART was built on a dataset using approximately 104,000 custody events over a five-year period, from 2008 to 2012. It used 34 different pieces of information (‘predictor variables’) to produce a risk score. 29 of these 34 pieces of data focus on an individual subject’s history of criminal behaviour as recorded in police and crime records and are considered ‘behavioural predictors’. The number of police intelligence reports relating to the individual is also used as a predictive variable, as well as the individual’s age, gender, and two forms of residential postcode.

Following an investigation by Big Brother Watch, a UK-based rights organisation, it was discovered that one of the postcode variables used in the original design and operation of HART was a ‘consumer classification’ marketing product called ‘Mosaic’, created and sold by a global data broker, Experian. This commercially available marketing product profiles and categorises areas (postcodes in the UK) into socio-geodemographic profiles to give, according to Experian, a “pin-sharp picture of today’s UK consumer”. These ‘classifications’ are created using information including census data (household composition, employment, occupations, ethnicity and health), land registry data, exam results, welfare and benefit data, “family/personal names linked to ethnicity”, and many more pieces of information, among more than 850 million data points.

All adults in the UK are profiled under this classification system, based on their postcodes, into what are often deeply discriminatory and offensive stereotypes. The Mosaic profiles included the following categories: Asian Heritage, Disconnected Youth, Crowded Kaleidoscope, Families with Needs or Low Income Workers. Further offensive ‘characteristics’ were attributed to each of these profiles. People classified as being Asian Heritage were described as:

“extended families with children, in neighbourhoods with a strong South Asian tradition... living in low cost Victorian terraces... when people do have jobs, they are generally in low paid routine occupations in transport or food service”.169

Another offensive profile, Crowded Kaleidoscope, was considered to be made up of “multi-cultural” families likely to live in “cramped” and “overcrowded flats”. The profiles were even given stereotypical names associated with them, with Abdi and Asha linked to Crowded Kaleidoscope. Low Income Workers were described as having “few qualifications” and being “heavy TV viewers” with names like Terrence and Denise, while Families with Needs were considered to receive “a range of benefits” and have names like Stacey.

Durham Constabulary paid Experian for this offensive profiling information, specifically “the 28 most common socio-geo-demographic characteristics for County Durham”, in order to use it as one of the predictive variables in HART, where it influenced criminal prosecution decisions. HART’s developers and operational users at Durham Constabulary were aware of the potential for the postcode variables to lead to biased decisions, stating that:

“Some of the predictors used in the model... (such as postcode) could be viewed as indirectly related to measures of community deprivation.”

They were also aware of the potential for the postcode variables to create ‘feedback loops’, reinforcing existing bias in policing and criminal justice:

“one could argue that this variable risks a kind of feedback loop that may perpetuate or amplify existing patterns of offending. If the police respond to forecasts by targeting their efforts on the highest-risk postcode areas, then more people from these areas will come to police attention and be arrested than those living in lower-risk, untargeted neighbourhoods. These arrests then become outcomes that are used to generate later iterations of the same model, leading to an ever-deepening cycle of increased police attention.”

Despite this, they attempted to argue that due to the largely white demographic of Durham Constabulary’s jurisdiction, the postcode stereotypes would not result in discriminatory predictions by HART:

“due to the particular demographic of the force area, it is unlikely (although currently untested) that the residential predictors could currently be a proxy for race”.
The organisation which exposed the use of this data within HART has also said that:

“One of the academics instrumental to the development of HART stated to Big Brother Watch verbally that in their opinion the Experian Mosaic data was one of the strongest predictor variables and as such had a valid place in the tool.”

These assertions are deeply misguided. They show a complete lack of awareness of the difference between correlation and causation, ignoring the existence of people who do not fit such generalised stereotypes. Since the exposé of Durham Constabulary’s use of this data, they have removed the Mosaic postcode variable. This does not stop potential issues stemming from the use of criminal history data or police ‘intelligence’ reports. Experian has also rebranded some of the Mosaic profiles: Asian Heritage has become Large Family Living and Crowded Kaleidoscope is now called City Diversity. However, there is nothing to suggest that data used to create these profiles is in any way different, including the use of ethnicity and other proxy data.

HART is also designed to over-estimate an individual’s risk of re-offending in order to err on the side of caution, with “cautious errors, where the offenders’ levels of risk are over-estimated” being intentionally favoured. As a result, HART assesses a “sizeable proportion” of people as being “high-risk”, with the likelihood that innocent people, or people who fit a certain profile of offender, will be wrongly and unfairly profiled and subjected to prosecution. The accuracy of HART’s model, calculated by the number of individuals assessed who did actually re-offend in line with HART’s predictions, was just 62 per cent, little better than a guess. The ‘high risk’ predictions were just 52 per cent accurate.

Durham Constabulary has announced that they expect HART’s use to “expand”, with its predictions “influencing all of the many other decisions that are made in the wake of bringing a suspected offender into police custody”.

---

![Figure 5: 'Experian's Mosaic 'Asian Heritage' profile (with added emphasis). Credit: Big Brother Watch.](image-url)
1.4. Sentencing and Probation

There are several cases in which AI and ADM systems have been deployed to predict, profile and assess the risk of an individual’s future re-offending, in order to influence and inform decisions about sentencing, and decisions about probation.

1.4.1 Offender Assessment System (OASys) and Offender Group Reconviction Scale (OGRS) - Prison and Probation Service (England and Wales, United Kingdom)

Used for: Risk assessment and re-offending prediction
Created: 2013

In England and Wales, the Prison and Probation Service use the Offender Assessment System (OASys), a hybrid of actuarial risk-assessment tools and human assessment, on adult offenders to make predictions and risk assessments which influence sentencing and probation outcomes.

OASys combines actuarial methods of prediction with “structured professional judgement” to provide standardised assessments of offenders’ risks and needs, in order to produce “individualised” sentence and “risk management” plans given to offenders, and “target interventions.” OASys is designed to assess the likelihood of reoffending, the risk of harm offenders pose to others and themselves, as well as assessing the individual’s needs, producing a risk score: low, medium, high or very high risk.

Originally developed and introduced in 2002 as a general risk assessment completed by prison or probation staff, the system was automated, and an electronic version of the tool was rolled out across both the prison and probation services in 2013.

The latest publicly available data shows that almost seven million prison and probation assessments have been collated within the central O-DEAT (OASys Data, Evaluation and Analysis Team) database for over one million offenders.

The core OASys assessment considers offending-related needs, including assessment of the individual’s personality, reasoning and temperament, and supposedly relevant ‘external’ societal factors. This includes analysis of an individual offender’s previous offences; their “social achievement” such as education, training and employment; their alcohol and drug misuse; as well as their “relationships”, “lifestyle”, “thinking and behaviour” and “attitudes”. This assessment is done by an assessor, usually a probation or prison officer, who assigns the offender a score based on each category.

There are two key algorithmic risk predictions which form part of an OASys assessment: the OASys General reoffending Predictor (OGP), the alleged likelihood of non-violent offending, and the OASys Violence Predictor (OVP), the alleged likelihood of violent offending. These predictors are calculated using the OASys assessment information, alongside data about an individual’s offending record as well as “offender demographic information.” The Prison and Probation Service, which operates OASys, has previously found that the OGP and OVP predictive algorithms generated different predictions based on gender and race. It found that the relative predictive validity of OGP and OVP was “greater for female than male offenders, for white offenders than offenders of Asian, Black and Mixed ethnicity, and for older than younger offenders.” Both OGP1 and OVP1 predictors worked “less well for black offenders” and OGP1 also worked “less well for offenders of mixed ethnicity.”

Another predictive tool used in conjunction with OASys, or as an alternative predictor when the full OASys assessment has not been completed, is the Offender Group Reconviction Scale (OGRS). OGRS is another actuarial risk assessment tool, which attempts to predict an individual’s likelihood of reoffending. OGRS uses data on an individual's age at sentence, gender, their number of previous criminal ‘sanctions’ (cautions and convictions), their age at first sanction and current offence, alongside a ‘copas’ rate (the volume and speed of an alleged criminal ‘career’), to predict an alleged probability of reoffending within two years, through a risk score of between 0 and 1. OGRS includes separate predictors of general recidivism and violent recidivism.

The OASys assessment, and OGP, OVP and OGRS predictions are used within pre- and post-sentence reports used by the national Probation Service for England and Wales, informing decisions on both sentencing and probation. At the pre-sentence report stage, where the case is adjourned for 15 days to get a full report, these are based on an OASys assessment, but on-the-day reports, five-day reports and oral reports can be based upon an OGRS score (among other things).

If on conviction the likely sentence for an individual for their offence is less than two years, the OASys assessment, as part of the pre-sentence report, can influence the choice between a custodial sentence, and a community order (such as unpaid work, fine or a curfew with a rehabilitative element). In probation hearings, a ‘low’ risk score can often mean an individual will be released ‘on the papers’ – an assessment based on written submissions and related documents – without a need for a hearing.
Justice described Cassandra: “criminal justice system. take an individualised approach to each person in the judges’ custodial decisions. for pre-trial and pre-sentence reports, influencing potential risk of re-offending, producing assessments Cassandra analyses individual offenders to assess the risk assessments. Lawyers have also told Fair Trials that OASys reports are often poor copy and paste replications of previous assessments, with examples including one individual being wrongly labelled as having domestic violence issues due to names being mixed up and incorrect or out of date information being provided. Further, lawyers have reported to Fair Trials that OASys assessments are often biased, with, for example, members of the Traveller community often being ranked as higher risk than other people.

The National Offender Management Service also uses a prisoner categorisation algorithm to assess and decide which category prison, based on security level, prisoners should be held in. OASys assessments are one of the elements which inform these categorisations.198

1.4.2 Cassandra - Ukraine Ministry of Justice (Ukraine)

Used for: Risk assessment
Created: 2020

In September 2020, the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine announced that it had developed an automated risk assessment programme, which uses “elements of artificial intelligence”, for use in its criminal justice system as part of supposed ‘reforms’ of penal institutions.199

Cassandra is said to ‘automate’ the process of providing pre-trial and pre-sentence reports. Cassandra analyses individual offenders to assess the potential risk of re-offending, producing assessments for pre-trial and pre-sentence reports, influencing judges’ custodial decisions.200 The Minister for Justice for Ukraine has said that Cassandra was designed to take an individualised approach to each person in the criminal justice system.201 The Ukrainian Minister of Justice described Cassandra:

“The programme analyses people’s risks - whether they are addicted to alcohol or drugs, whether they have corrosive motives - they are greedy and can’t afford the costs. We identify the person who caused the crime and then carry out individualized work with him or her. As a result, we will get a cheap system and a safe person.”202

The probation officer inputs information into the system according to certain questions, with the system giving a certain score to each piece of information, and then summarises them, producing an estimate of the probability of committing a new crime from 0 to 97.203 It appears that currently, Cassandra is in its early stages, with much of the risk assessment driven by a human operative. However, the Ukraine Minister for Justice has said that eventually Cassandra will automatically assess all the risk factors, as well as “analyse all the other data available in the state about the perpetrator.”204 Currently, there is no further information available in the public domain on the software, the specifics of the AI system or the data which will be used in Cassandra.

In February 2021, Ukraine’s High Council of Justice also approved an “action plan to implement the concept of artificial intelligence in Ukraine” via a pilot project on AI in the court of first instance. This project is intended to “develop common standards for accounting for court decisions” in order to “identify unfair judicial practice” via textual analysis of judicial decisions.205 The High Council of Justice believes that this system will allow the development of practical material on the most common minor administrative offences, inform the practice of law, eradicate difficulties in judicial interpretation, overcome errors, as well as reduce the workload of judges.206

1.4.3 RisCanvi - Catalonia Department of Justice (Spain)

Used for: Risk assessment
Created: 2009

RisCanvi is a risk assessment algorithm and software program developed in 2009 to address concerns within the Catalan prison system of violent re-offending by remanded and sentenced prisoners after release from prison following the completion of their sentence.207

The RisCanvi risk assessment is used to evaluate four outcomes: violent recidivism, self-directed harm/violence, violence within the prison facilities, and breaking of prison release conditions.208 To determine the probability of each of these outcomes, a predictive algorithm assesses each outcome, incorporating various risk factors and three additional variables: age, gender, and country of origin (Spanish or foreign).209 An initial RisCanvi screening (RisCanvi-S) is carried out on all prisoners, incorporating only ten of these risk factors. If the screening results in a high risk score (out of either high or low), or if a prison official requires it, then the complete assessment (RisCanvi-C) using all 43 risk factors is carried out.210 RisCanvi assessments are carried out on all prisoners entering Catalonian prisons and every six months, or at the discretion of a case manager.211
The risk factors used in RisCanvi include criminal record information, such as the start of the individual’s 'criminal or violent activity', their age at the time of their offence, the length of their criminal convictions, time served in prison, escape attempts, and disciplinary reports. RisCanvi also uses information about an individual’s education level, “low mental ability”, “severe mental disorder”, self-injury attempts, the criminal history of their family or parents, “criminal or antisocial friends”, whether they are a “member of socially vulnerable groups”, “sexual promiscuity”, and problem drug or alcohol use, among other factors, to create its predictions.212

Each RisCanvi evaluation requires multiple interviews by several criminal justice representatives over several days.213 The outcomes of these interviews are then input into RisCanvi, which generates a predictive risk score: low, medium or high. The committee deciding on what action should be taken in relation to the individual can accept the score or override this score with written justification, and then decide the next action, intervention, or program.214 This can include allowing inmates who are assessed as low risk to get day-release or conditional release.215 By February 2018, around 15,000 RisCanvi assessments had been carried out.216

It is very difficult for a prisoner to appeal a decision by RisCanvi, as judges would consider that the prison authorities, not RisCanvi, is responsible for any actual decision, even if the RisCanvi prediction has been a major influence or even ‘the’ major influence. One Spanish professor of law said:

“As [the output of the algorithm] is taken into account by the administration but does not compel to anything, it doesn’t matter that there is no regulation normalizing this situation (...) and art. 22 of the GDPR [which prohibits ‘solely’ automated decision-making] has a big hole for these cases.”217

So far, RisCanvi has only been used in prisons. However, due to the close relation between prison authorities and other criminal justice authorities, RisCanvi evaluations are seen to have many external applications beyond prisons.218 RisCanvi predictions have been used to create a procedure for the release of ‘high-risk’ inmates, with the RisCanvi score used as the basis for informing judicial authorities and police if a prisoner assessed as high-risk is about to be released, in order for them to prepare “community safety action to prevent or reduce the risk of recidivism”.219 The system is also used to assess whether ex-prisoners are likely to re-offend.220

RisCanvi is not a fully automated system, given that many of the inputs are the result of in-person interviews. Five years ago, the Catalonian prison authorities considered introducing machine-learning techniques into RisCanvi, but decided against it on the basis that their analysis showed it would not substantially improve the result, nor have a more improved cost/benefit ratio.221 However, the use of RisCanvi is an example of the kind of hybrid or partially automated algorithmic risk assessment systems that are used in criminal justice in Europe, which are increasingly becoming fully automated. Examples considered in this report include the OASys assessment system used by Prison and Probation in England and Wales and the newly developed and intended-to-be fully automated Cassandra system in Ukraine.

Another example of this, in Spain, is the Structured Assessment of Violence Risk in Youth (SAVRY), a non-automated violence risk assessment tool for juvenile offenders. A SAVRY assessment, undertaken by juvenile justice professionals, evaluates several risk factors about an individual, producing a risk score (low, moderate or high).222 The final judgment is professional, not algorithmic. Studies of SAVRY’s risk assessment outputs set against outputs from machine-learning re-offending risk assessment tools showed that the machine-learning system produced more accurate predictions. However, this came at the cost of fairness, as the machine-learning assessments were biased against non-Spanish ‘foreigners’ and people of specific national groups (classed in the study as Maghrebi,223 Latin American, European and Other).224 Foreigners who did not re-offend were almost twice as likely to be wrongly classified as high-risk by the machine-learning models than Spanish nationals and were less likely to be classed as unlikely to re-offend.225 This shows the dangers of automating criminal justice risk assessment tools, with the likely result being that already existing bias and discrimination becomes integrated and reproduced by the automation.
2. AI & ADM SYSTEMS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE: FUNDAMENTAL FLAWS

1.1 Discrimination

AI and ADM systems are created, trained, and operated using data. The system analyses that data and from that analysis, it produces an outcome or a decision. Some forms of AI and ADM systems, known as machine-learning, ‘learn’ how to make assessments or decisions based on their own analysis of data. Other more basic forms of ADM have specific forms of analysis coded in, in the form of algorithms. These automated tools, whether algorithmic or more advanced machine-learning systems, often require large amounts of data at the training stage, where the system or algorithm is trained to follow or recognise patterns in the data, or at the operation stage, where the system is actively operating in the field it was intended for, and making decisions or producing outcomes which are used or acted upon.

The way in which AI and ADM systems are designed, created, and operated can lead to biased and ultimately discriminatory outcomes. Bias can occur in the form of over-representations in the data that is used to train the system, or the data upon which the system carries out analysis. If the data used to train or operate the AI or ADM system is incomplete, inaccurate, or biased, this can lead to the system producing inaccurate or biased outcomes.

The type of AI or ADM designed or created for use in the criminal justice system will almost inevitably use data which is heavily reliant on or entirely made up of law enforcement data, crime records or other criminal justice authorities’ data. These data and records do not represent an accurate record of criminality, but merely a record of law enforcement, prosecutorial or judicial decisions – the crimes, locations and groups that are policed, prosecuted and criminalised within that society, rather than the actual occurrence of crime. The data may not be categorised or deliberately manipulated to yield discriminatory results, but it will reflect the structural biases and inequalities in the society which the data represents. For example, policing actions resulting from or influenced by racial or ethnic profiling, or the targeting of people on low incomes, can result in biased data concerning certain groups in society. The systematic under-reporting and systematic over-reporting of certain types of crime generally and in certain locations will also be represented in crime records and data.

Although these systems are intended to predict an individual’s likelihood of certain behaviour – criminal behaviour – in future, or the likelihood of criminal activity occurring in a specific area, these tools are, in reality, incapable of making individualised predictions. These systems use and analyse data from many individuals or areas, and then forecast aggregate group or area risk. A person-oriented prediction or risk assessment merely indicates that a person shares traits with a group who did or did not carry out certain (criminal) behaviour at a certain rate. But the prediction or assessment cannot and will not provide individualised information about how that individual will behave or act.

As law enforcement records are most accurately a record of law enforcement action, predictive or risk-modelling AI or ADM tools will most accurately provide predictions of future law enforcement action, such as the targeting of groups or areas that have historically been targeted by law enforcement.

Discrimination in Europe

A significant challenge to assessing and analysing discriminatory police practices in Europe is that in most countries, the official collection of criminal justice data disaggregated by ethnicity, race and/or nationality is not available because it is either forbidden by law, or not standard practice, and there are not consistent practices for collecting and analysing such data across the Europe.

Discrimination in law enforcement

However, recent studies show that racially biased policing practices are prevalent throughout Europe. Data collected from a survey by the Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA) in 2018, showed that during a five year period, 66 per cent of individuals of Sub-Saharan African origin in Austria, and over half of respondents of South Asian origin in Greece were stopped and searched. Over the same five year period, a huge proportion of Roma reported being stopped by the police because of their ethnicity: in Portugal (84%), Greece (63%), Czech Republic (57%), Romania (52%) and Spain (46%). The same study carried out by FRA in 2010 found that in six out of ten Member states surveyed, ethnic minority respondents were stopped by police more often than majority (white) groups in the previous 12 months.
A 2018 study by the JUSTICIA European Rights Network, a network co-ordinated by Fair Trials, found that in all twelve EU Member States that took part in the research, disparities exist for people of various ethnic, racial, and national origins, at least at some stages of their respective criminal justice systems and in some form.234 Statistics showed a significant over-representation of various groups of ‘foreigners’ in crime rate statistics, pre-trial detention, and prison populations. In states where ethnicity data is available it was found that Black people are more likely to be arrested as a result of stop and search than white people, but less likely to be given out of court disposal, leading to higher prosecution rates for Black people.235 Interviews with Italian, Hungarian and Romanian police officers, revealed a shared belief that all Roma have criminal characteristics.236

As several of the individual-oriented predictive policing case studies in this report come from the Netherlands, it is worth considering the levels of discrimination in policing and criminal justice in the Netherlands and specifically Amsterdam, where the Top400 and Top600 are used, to evidence how criminal justice data used in these systems will be imbued with bias. In the Netherlands, the FRAs 2018 study found that 20 per cent of those surveyed who had North African heritage reported being stopped, searched or questioned by the police due to perceived ethnic profiling, the second highest rate of all the countries surveyed. 13 per cent of those with Turkish heritage reported the same, also the highest rate of the countries surveyed.237 An in-depth study of ‘proactive’ policing practices in the Amsterdam police force, carried out on behalf of the police themselves in 2012 found that the police’s strategy involved the routine categorisation of the population into probable victims and probable perpetrators, with young Moroccan-Dutch and Eastern European men the prime targets.238 The police study found that Dutch police widely use the term “target groups” (doelgroepen)—to refer to marginalised youths with Moroccan, Surinamese or Antillean (Caribbean) ancestry, people from Central and Eastern Europe, and parts of the white working class.239 Dutch police were found to openly state that they deliberately stopped, searched or questioned by the police due to perceived ethnic profiling, the second highest rate of all the countries surveyed. 13 per cent of those with Turkish heritage reported the same, also the highest rate of the countries surveyed.237 An in-depth study of ‘proactive’ policing practices in the Amsterdam police force, carried out on behalf of the police themselves in 2012 found that the police’s strategy involved the routine categorisation of the population into probable victims and probable perpetrators, with young Moroccan-Dutch and Eastern European men the prime targets.238 The police study found that Dutch police widely use the term “target groups” (doelgroepen)—to refer to marginalised youths with Moroccan, Surinamese or Antillean (Caribbean) ancestry, people from Central and Eastern Europe, and parts of the white working class.239 Dutch police were found to openly state that the decision to stop someone based on their ethnicity:

“It depends on the district I am in and someone’s colour. When I’m in West, I will stop and search more Moroccans and if I am in the Southeast of Amsterdam more Antilleans.”240

Other examples recorded included stopping a Moroccan riding a particular type of bicycle:

“Yesterday we saw this big guy on a chopper bicycle, with large wheels and huge handlebars. For a Moroccan, that’s a weird combination. They normally drive on other bicycles, cheap ones”241, and a police officer making racial slurs about a Black man because he was riding a high-quality motorcycle.242

This outright racism and demonstrated disproportionate and discriminatory policing approach of “target groups” becomes a feedback loop within police tactics, a self-fulfilling prophecy. The police openly stated that they deliberately stopped and searched people from particular demographics on the basis that people from those demographics were over-represented in crime statistics.243 This is the kind of information used in AI and ADM in the Netherlands to predict and profile.

**Discrimination in detention**

In those detained across Europe, there is also clear and widespread discrimination, with minoritised ethnic groups and ‘non-nationals’ disproportionately held in pre-trial detention. The UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) has raised concerns about disparities in who is held pre-trial. It warns that, “persons held awaiting trial include an excessively high number of non-nationals” and:

“persons belonging to racial or ethnic groups, in particular non-citizens – including immigrants, refugees, asylum-seekers, and stateless persons – Roma, indigenous peoples, displaced populations, persons discriminated against because of their descent, as well as other vulnerable groups which are particularly exposed to exclusion, marginalisation, and non-integration in society.”244

In Council of Europe states, 40 per cent of all foreign nationals in prison were being held in pre-trial detention, compared to 25 per cent of all prisoners. In France, people born outside of France were three times more likely to be held in pre-trial detention (5.2%) than those born in France (1.8%).245 In Belgium, 45.8 per cent of pre-trial detainees are non-Belgian nationals;246 in Italy, 35 per cent of people held in pre-trial detention are non-Italian nationals;247 and in Ireland, young people from Traveller communities are held in pre-trial detention four times more than their representation in the general population.248 People held pre-trial—who are disproportionately minoritised ethnic people—are more likely to be sentenced to prison than similarly situated people released pre-trial.249

Data from across Europe shows that minoritised ethnic people are also disproportionately over-
represented in prison, relative to the percentage of the population they represent. Further research shows that these disparities cannot be attributed to increased criminality or other factors: the disparities are because of structural racism. Minoritised ethnic people face worse outcomes in their cases: they face longer prison sentences and are not granted non-custodial sanctions such as fines. In the Netherlands, first-generation Antilleans and Turkish people received sentences 8 per cent and 11 per cent longer respectively than other people sentenced during the year of study, and researchers found evidence that “ethnic minority groups may thus receive different punishment because of their ethnicity”. In Belgium, people with a name perceived as Muslim were more likely to get convicted than a name perceived as white Belgian.

In France, a study found that one in four people born outside France were sent to prison, compared to one in six people from France, with people born outside of France twice as likely to have their cases handled by fast-track proceedings, which provide fewer procedural rights.

The manifestation of discrimination in AI systems

The fact that police action, including stop and searches, other forms of ‘control’, and arrest, as well as judicial and other criminal justice decisions, such as in pre-trial detention, bail, sentencing, and probation, are taken so disproportionately against minoritised ethnic people across Europe, means that they are significantly over-represented in police and criminal justice data.

The case studies discussed above illustrate how the over-representation of minoritised ethnical people in criminal justice data – and indeed, bias in other non-criminal justice data – result in discriminatory outcomes from AI and ADM systems. The same patterns are reproduced in many of these systems. Criminal justice data, containing significant over-representations is seen as having predictive value. Additional, non-criminal justice data, also containing significant over-representations, or with correlations drawn between factors representing deprivation and supposed criminality, is also used, further deepening and hard-wiring the discrimination, not just in terms of race or ethnicity but also nationality and socio-economic class.

For example, the NDAS uses stop and search data, a policing strategy which targets Black people almost ten times more than white people in England and Wales. KeyCrime’s Delta system uses ethnicity data, at the developer’s insistence. Roermond police’s Sensing Project deliberately targets Roma and certain nationalities. HART uses commercial marketing profiles containing discriminatory profiles which stereotype South Asian people in the UK as poor and working class, as well as specifically using ethnicity data. RADAR-TE is targeted at Muslims, while RisCanvi specifically includes data on nationality in making its risk assessments.

Police ‘intelligence’ reports are widely used as predictive indicators of criminality in these types of AI and ADM systems, including in many of those systems analysed in this report (the Top600, Top400, NDAS, HART, Delia, OASys, OGRS). The discriminatory potential of uncorroborated police reports, which will undoubtedly disproportionately represent minoritised ethnic people, is clear. These reports are allowed to influence police action and even prosecution decisions, despite the fact that in criminal proceedings such reports would be unlikely to be admitted as evidence and would likely be considered as nothing more than ‘hearsay’. OASys also uses data on people’s first contact with the criminal justice system, which will undoubtedly disadvantage those for whom increased attention from police and criminal justice authorities is a daily reality.

The significant over-representation of young Moroccan-Dutch men and children on the Top600; a clear example of the type of racial bias that all these factors lead to.

The repeated use of socio-economic factors or data in many these systems may also act as proxies for ethnicity or race, and are problematic in their own right, given that they increase the likelihood of criminal justice action against people experiencing poverty. As an example, the Amsterdam Municipality has admitted that “a large number” of people profiled by the Top600 and Top400 “have outstanding fines” with the Dutch Central Fine Collection Agency.

A common example used to illustrate how seemingly legitimate data can act as a proxy for other factors, such as race or ethnicity, is the use of home addresses or area codes. AI and ADM systems will seek out correlations between area codes and the risk of re-offending – in other words, to identify which area codes have higher-risk residents than others. This approach overlooks the fact that there is very pronounced ethnic residential segregation in many European countries, making it highly probable in practice, for AI and ADM systems to inadvertently establish a link between ethnic origin and risk. For example, Roma are vulnerable to this form of proxy discrimination, given that in many EU Member States, Roma are reported to live primarily in segregated areas. Similarly, in Sweden, migrants from non-European countries face high levels of segregation.

Many forms of data can also act as proxy for race or ethnicity, such as financial information on income, data on access to welfare or benefits or other public services.
The use of financial or socio-economic data, such as in NDAS, CAS, HART and others, can also lead to targeting people based on their socio-economic background which is also problematic and discriminatory.

AI and ADM built and operated on data embedded with these types of biases and over-representations, which influence, inform or assist law enforcement or criminal justice decisions, can then re-enforce and re-entrench those biases. When AI and ADM systems influence or inform criminal justice outcomes which repeat the discrimination inherent in historic criminal justice data, such as influencing police to repeatedly target individuals from the same demographics as those already over-represented in police records, those decisions and the resulting outcome will themselves be preserved in the data. This leads to a self-fulfilling prophecy whereby the predictions become true because police target those groups following the prediction or risk-assessment, which leads the system to strengthen its correlation between those groups and criminal justice outcomes, leading to self-perpetuating ‘feedback loops’ which reinforce patterns of inequality.

Removing biased data is a widely touted solution to data bias in AI and ADM systems, but hidden biases can arise in AI systems in numerous ways. As considered above, the way in which AI & ADM systems are created and operated illustrate the difficulty, complexity, and sometimes impossibility, of preventing discriminatory outputs and effects of these systems. In many cases, it might be difficult to pinpoint flaws either in the AI system itself, or in the training data that has caused the bias. It can also be difficult in practice to identify which variables are proxies for protected characteristics (and how they behave as such). Removing too many ‘offending’ variables might result in the AI system losing much of its functional utility and become unusable.

These are fundamental, structural issues with the way AI and ADM in criminal justice are created, trained, operated and deployed, particularly those which predict, profile and make ‘risk’ assessments, leading to discrimination and contributing to a cycle of discrimination and inequality.

1.2 The right to a fair trial and the presumption of innocence

The right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty in criminal proceedings is a fundamental human right, a core part of the right to a fair trial, and one that is expressly recognised in, and safeguarded by the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and in EU law under Directive 2016/343 (the Presumption of Innocence Directive) and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.

The increasing use of AI and ADM in criminal justice threatens this right, and systems which predict, profile and risk assess individuals, before they have carried out the action for which they are being profiled, assessed, resulting in sanctions, completely undermine it. Individuals are labelled as criminal or criminalised following these predictions, profiles or risk assessments. The punishments and sanctions that follow, involving serious police action and criminal justice outcomes, including surveillance, stop and search, questioning, fines, arrest, prosecution, and a criminal record, as well as non-criminal justice sanctions such as the loss of benefits, or having children taken away, are carried out without proof of guilt according to law, and in the majority of examples, without even a formal charge.

Data-driven predictions, profiles and risk assessments as ‘guilt’

Predictive, profiling and risk assessment AI and ADM systems like those considered above are part of a broader trend in law enforcement and criminal justice that is moving away from ‘reactive’ policing and criminal justice strategies, and towards ‘preventative’ or ‘proactive’ strategies. These systems intend to pursue legitimate objectives of preventing, or reducing, crime or harm. However, they do so in a way which targets individuals before they have carried out the action for which they are being profiled.

These systems operate in a grey area, using data to draw correlations between certain factors and ‘guilt’, data which is often directly or indirectly used as a proxy for other specific factors, such as race or socio-economic class, labelling people as criminals or making de facto findings of guilt as a result. These predictive and risk modelling AI and ADM systems designate individuals’ risk levels based on their past actions; on information about their backgrounds, locations, and other aggregated data profiles; on protected characteristics and demographics, and also factors and information which include actions done by others, and even whether the individual is a victim of crime.

This undermines the presumption of innocence: people cannot and should not be pre-emptively judged as guilty or treated as akin to guilty of crimes that have not taken place, on the basis of their past actions - on their friendships, relationships and associations with others, or on the actions of other people who share similar characteristics or backgrounds, such as race or ethnicity, socio-economic status, neighbourhood or other factors. However, this is exactly what predictive, profiling and risk assessment AI and ADM systems are trained and operated to do.
Correlative links are drawn between this information, none of which are objective evidence of guilt, yet they are subjectively and unjustly seen as such by AI and ADM systems and those programming and operating them. As a result, these people or their neighbourhoods are then subjected to increased policing, stop and search, questioning, and even arrest, as well as threats of reports to public services, such as child protection services, or punitive sanctions from public services. These consequences and outcomes can occur even though the individual may not be formally suspected of any crime, without evidence that they have carried out the unlawful or wrongful action for which they have been profiled as likely to commit in future, and without any formal finding of guilt according to the law.

For example, ProKid uses data on the criminality of others in close proximity to a child against the child itself, as well as the child’s own victimhood, and even the victimisation of others around the child, as indicators of that child’s likelihood of future offending. The NDAS uses data on ‘associates’ to profile an individual and assess their likelihood of future criminality, while the CAS uses the proximity of known criminals as an indicator of likely criminality in an area. RisCanvi uses information on an individual’s family or parental criminal history and “criminal or antisocial friends”. This is criminalisation by association, without any actual proof or finding of guilt.

Many AI and ADM systems in criminal justice also use uncorroborated police ‘intelligence’ reports, and data which records mere suspicion of involvement of crime without actual evidence. Of the case studies examined above, this data is used in the Top400, NDAS, HART and Delia. Dutch police even use an individual’s Top400 designation as evidence of criminality, meaning that uncorroborated reports are washed via these systems, effectively coming out as a corroborated, evidential report of criminality.

The presumption of innocence is further undermined in the use of several AI and ADM systems which use of stop and search data in predictive, profiling and risk assessment. For example, West Midlands Police’s NDAS system was trained using stop and search data. The use of this data in a crime prediction system assumes that being stopped and searched is an indicator of criminality or even likely criminality, when in actual fact it is merely a predictor of the demographics of people that police assume and project criminality onto, often in a racist and discriminatory way. In any case, stop and search data is not a valid or legitimate predictor of ‘risk’ given that the vast majority of stops and searches do not lead to arrest or any further criminal justice action.

These systems also use socio-economic information as predictors of criminality. Socio-economic status and financial information are used in the CAS to indicate an area’s propensity to criminal incidents. Similarly, HART uses commercial marketing profiles as a predictive value to assess individuals’ risk of reoffending, which includes employment and occupation data, and benefits and welfare data. One of the indicators used in the Top600 to assess future criminality is appearances before a bankruptcy judge – a clear example of attempting to link criminality with socio-economic factors, merely resulting in direct targeting of people with financial issues: many of those on the Top600 have outstanding fines. In addition, CAS profiles areas as criminal using information on incomes, access to benefits other public services, and even information on family structures – a clear targeting of people experiencing economic hardship.

No protection from legal conceptions of the presumption of innocence

While it is clear that predictive, profiling and risk assessment AI and ADM systems used in criminal justice and the actions they influence and justify can infringe the presumption of innocence from a moral and ethical viewpoint, it is unclear whether these systems also violate the legal presumption of innocence under European and international human rights law and EU law.

Although these systems do not technically or directly ‘convict’ people, they allow the police to treat legally innocent individuals as pseudo-criminals, resulting in increased police attention and actions. They can also result in further non-criminal justice action, such as denial of access to public services, or reporting to social services – effectively ‘punishing’ them on account of their profiles. This damages the fundamental human rights principle that such a matter of guilt or innocence can only be determined by means of a fair and lawful criminal justice process.

The legal presumption of innocence generally only has effect when someone is charged with a crime. For example, the Presumption of Innocence Directive applies to natural persons who are “suspects” and “accused persons” in “criminal proceedings”, from the moment they are suspected or accused of a crime. However, there is some ambiguity about the exact stage at which an individual attains the status of a “suspect” under the Presumption of Innocence Directive, and about whether the scope of the Presumption of Innocence Directive extends to decisions to profile or designate an individual as a suspect, or someone ‘at risk’ of committing a crime. The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) has so far taken the position that measures undertaken...
pre-charge, as a general rule, fall outside the scope of the presumption of innocence.\textsuperscript{277} It has also held that preventative measures, such as surveillance, do not amount to a criminal sanction for the purposes of Article 6 ECHR.\textsuperscript{278}

However, ECtHR case law also evidences that the presumption of innocence can be a broader principle that goes beyond the strict boundaries of a criminal trial.\textsuperscript{279} ‘Reasonable suspicion’ is defined by the ECtHR as:

“(...) when a criminal offence has been committed with the presupposition that facts and information are able to satisfy an objective observer that the person concerned has committed such offence”.\textsuperscript{280}

‘Suspect’ is defined as:

“(...) when the domestic authorities have plausible reasons for suspecting that person’s involvement in a criminal offence”.\textsuperscript{281}

‘Charge’ is described as:

“[T]he official notification given to an individual by the competent authority of an allegation that he has committed a criminal offence”, a definition that also corresponds to the test whether “the situation of the [suspect] has been substantially affected”.\textsuperscript{282}

In their use of AI and ADM systems to predict, profile and assess risk, leading to punitive sanctions and outcomes without any formal finding of guilt, law enforcement and criminal justice authorities have moved beyond formal legal ideas and concepts of ‘reasonable suspicion’, ‘suspect’ and ‘charge’, operating in a way which fundamentally undermines these legal structures, formulations and the protections attached to them.

These types of high impact, fact-sensitive decisions in criminal justice should never be delegated to automated processes, particularly those which operate in such deeply pernicious and problematic ways, identifying correlations rather than causal links between an individual’s characteristics and their likely behaviour. In order to properly protect individuals and their fundamental rights, specifically the right to a fair trial and the presumption of innocence, the use of AI and ADM systems in criminal justice to predict, profile and assess risk must be prohibited.

1.3 Transparency and accountability

AI and ADM systems can have a significant influence over criminal justice decisions, including those that result in surveillance, arrest, the deprivation of liberty, prosecution and sentencing. It is crucial that individuals affected by these systems’ decisions are able to challenge them meaningfully and effectively. The right to a fair trial and the right to liberty can only be exercised effectively in practice, where suspects and defendants have the facilities and capabilities to challenge decisions regarding them.

Transparency is a fundamental aspect of these rights, and the adversarial process that underpins the right to a fair trial. Individuals subject to police and criminal justice action must be able to understand and contest decisions made about them and have access to materials that inform decisions regarding them. Defendants should be notified\textsuperscript{283} of a decision which has a meaningful or legal impact on them and be given unrestricted access to information about their case,\textsuperscript{284} so that they can contest their case and challenge the accuracy and lawfulness of those decisions, providing meaningful accountability. Criminal justice decision-makers must also give reasons for their decisions, as well as stating how and in what way decisions were influenced, through fully reasoned, case-specific, written decisions.

However, AI and ADM systems that are used to influence, inform and assist law enforcement and criminal justice decisions through individualised predictions and risk-assessments often have technological barriers that prevent effective and meaningful scrutiny, transparency, and accountability.

This lack of transparency is both as a result of deliberate efforts to conceal the inner workings of AI and ADM systems for legal or profit-driven reasons, and of the nature of the technology used to build these systems that can be uninterpretable to non-experts, and some forms which are uninterpretable even to experts. This makes it difficult, if not outright impossible, to subject these systems, and the decisions they make and influence, to meaningful impartial analysis and criticism.

This opacity of the automated decision-making process can occur where these systems are developed by for-profit companies, whose primary motives are financial. This process involves a design of the AI or ADM product which has little to no meaningful input from the public or public institutions, and the AI or ADM system is seen as a product, to be sold for profit. Often, key elements of the system, if not the entire system itself, uses or contains software which is proprietary. Details of how the system or
software utilised are designed and how they make decisions and assessments are, in many cases, closely guarded as intellectual property and/or trade secrets that are given protection by laws common to private and free-market capitalist economies. Many of the details about the systems considered as case studies above have only been discovered or exposed following extensive investigation and research, and many details of these systems and their inner workings are still unknown, deliberately kept as such for profit-driven reasons by technology and data companies. For example, many of the algorithmic systems developed by major tech companies such as Google or Facebook, or other technology companies with law enforcement and criminal justice contracts across Europe (including Europol) and the US such as Palantir are proprietary, legally shielded as trade secrets. In the examples considered in this report, several systems involve or are made up of proprietary software, with the full details of their inner workings not publicly available, including the Sensing Project, Delia, SKALA, Precobs, KrimPro and HART. However, the lack of publicly available information on many AI and ADM systems means that several more of those case studies considered may also involve proprietary software.

The other fundamental reason for the lack of transparency within some forms of AI or ADM systems are that they are sometimes based on certain algorithmic and computational processes, such as machine-learning algorithms, and ‘neural networks’, a form of ‘machine-learning, which learn, analyse and compute information, producing outputs and decisions in ways which cannot be analysed and sometimes even understood by its operators, let alone those subject to their outputs. Some machine-learning algorithms are simply too complex to be understood to a reasonable degree of precision, especially where machine-learning systems incorporate neural networks. Decision-making processes of this kind have been described as ‘intuitive’ because they do not follow a defined logical method, making it impossible to analyse the exact process by which a particular decision is reached. It has also been suggested that some AI systems are uninterpretable to humans because the machine-learning algorithms that support them are able to identify and rely on geometric relationships that humans cannot visualise. Certain machine-learning algorithms are able to make decisions by analysing many variables at once, and by finding correlations and geometric patterns between them in ways that are beyond human capabilities.

This opacity and lack of accountability poses a serious challenge to fairness and justice. Individuals cannot respond to or contest a decision made about them if they are unable to understand how a decision has been made, or if they cannot understand why it has been made, such as is often the case with AI and ADM systems’ decisions. People without little or no digital literacy, let alone the level of technical expertise required to analyse AI and ADM outputs, are unable to interpret such output and contest it, or prepare a case or defence in relation to it. Research has shown that the lack of case-specific reasoning in pre-trial detention decisions is already a serious challenge in many EU Member States, and AI and ADM systems risk worsening the standardisation of such decision-making processes by obscuring or concealing key elements of the process. Defence rights are also undermined if defendants are not aware or able to access meaningful routes to challenge or appeal the decision-making process and the decision itself. The effective exercise of the rights of the defence must be recognised as a crucial test for determining whether an AI or ADM system is sufficiently explainable and intelligible.

These fundamental issues AI and ADM systems have with meeting basic criminal justice transparency and accountability requirements are a clear indicator of their incompatibility with criminal justice. Where full transparency and accountability cannot be guaranteed, AI and ADM systems should not be used in criminal justice. This includes the ability to provide clear explanations of AI or ADM system processes and outcomes understandable by a lay-person, as well as meaningful accountability, through notification of any decision influenced, informed or taken by an AI or ADM system, and clear routes to contest or challenge that decision as well as any impact or outcomes the decision leads to.
3. OTHER KEY ISSUES

1.1 Human input and oversight: automation bias and legal loopholes

One of the main challenges of AI, automated, or semi-automated decision-making systems is that of ‘automation bias’ – the tendency to over-rely on automated processes in ways that can cause or errors in decision-making or legitimise errors or bias produced by an AI or ADM system.

Automation bias occurs primarily due to the perception that AI and ADM systems are generally neutral, reliable and, therefore, trustworthy. Automated evaluations have been found to be particularly salient to decision-makers, and research has shown that users of automated decision-making systems have a tendency to place greater weight on automated assessments over other sources of advice.294

The disproportionate influence of automated systems can undermine the quality of decision-making, by discouraging its users from consulting a wider range of factors that could inform more accurate decisions.

Most AI and ADM systems currently being used to inform or assist criminal justice decision-making do not completely replace human decision-making. They are instead designed and deployed to be used as decision aids, whose outputs are factored into consideration for the purposes of human decision-making. The phenomenon of automation bias however, raises questions about whether AI and ADM systems are being used in reality in accordance with their intended purpose as decision aids, and not as de facto replacements for human decision-making processes.

A simple requirement to have a human decision-maker ‘in the loop’ or to have a human decision-maker review or check the automated decision is insufficient, because this risks overestimating the capacity or willingness of human decision-makers to question and overrule automated decisions. A mere requirement to have an automated decision reviewed by a human, on its own, could reduce the human review into a rubber-stamping exercise which, in practice, is no oversight at all.

It is clear from the many examples considered above that AI and ADM systems currently being used in Europe often produce inaccurate, discriminatory outputs, despite the fact that there are human decision-makers involved in these processes. This evidences how human intervention cannot compensate or correct for the problematic outcomes of an AI or ADM system.

Loopholes in EU data protection and privacy law

There are notable gaps in the existing legislative framework governing ADM systems under both the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Law Enforcement Directive (LED). These ambiguities and potential loopholes can be exploited in ways that seriously undermine the general prohibition of ADM processes, and adversely impact human rights.

Article 22 of the GDPR provides that data subjects have the right not to be subject to decisions ‘solely’ based on automated processes, where they produce ‘legal effects’ concerning them, or where they ‘similarly significantly affect’ them. The LED, the EU legislation that governs the processing of data for criminal justice purposes, has a very similar provision at Article 11, which requires Member States to prohibit decisions based solely on automated processing, where they produce ‘adverse legal effects’ on the individual, or effects that are ‘similarly significant’.

However, neither the GDPR or LED address situations where automated processing is not the sole basis of a decision, but a primary influencer. In reality the difference between a fully automated decision and a decision made with a ‘human-in-the-loop’ is not always clear, and because of this strict classification, AI and ADM systems are able to be used and have significant legal effects without the corresponding safeguards. Stronger legal standards are needed to make sure that semi-automated decision-making processes do not become de facto automated processes.

Secondly, the prohibition on automated decision-making is subject to two very broad exceptions. Automated decisions are prohibited under the GDPR and LED, “unless authorised by Union or Member State law” and there need to be “appropriate safeguards for the rights and freedoms of the data subject, at least the right to obtain human intervention”.295 These provisions give extremely wide discretion on Member States to override the general prohibition.

In recognition of this challenge, the European Data Protection Board has recommended that in order for decisions to be regarded as not ‘based solely’ on automated processing for the purposes of Article 22 GDPR, there has to be ‘meaningful’ human oversight, rather than just a token gesture.296

1.2 Children’s rights

In all actions concerning children, the best interests of the child must always be a primary consideration.297 The EU has recognised this in the context of criminal justice, with Directive 2016/800 (procedural safeguards for children in criminal proceedings)298
setting out minimum rules concerning the rights of children in conflict with the law. The right to private and family life is also protected under the ECHR.299

It is of serious concern that predictive and profiling AI and ADM systems in criminal justice are targeted at children, with several examples considered in this report. ProKid, Top400 and Top600 are being used inform decisions regarding children under the age of 18, with ProKid used to assess children as young as 12. These are new and ‘experimental’ ways of policing, but they are being trialled on children, and making sensitive decisions that could have a profound impact on their lives.

Ostensibly, these systems and the models of social care they partially serve are intended to address complex social issues and to reduce harm. However, these aims are best achieved through sensitive, case-specific decisions, rather than through data-driven policing tools that channel children through ‘care’ or ‘punishment’ based on correlations. While some of the policies that these AI and ADM models support have positive intentions in terms of preventing recidivism, it is doubtful that they are, in reality, effective at promoting the best interests of children. Children have been wrongly removed from parents on the basis of faulty risk assessments, been put under police surveillance and repeatedly harassed for extensive periods of time, and have even suffered deprivations of liberty for crimes that they have not committed.

Where possible and appropriate, children should be kept out of the formal justice system to promote their best interests, and law enforcement and other authorities should be focused on diverting children away from the criminal justice system. These systems operate by designating criminal suspicion on children via these predictions and profiles, and as such, they are effectively designed to facilitate the entry of children into the criminal justice system. Further, given that these systems often result in increased surveillance and general harassment by police, and they facilitate the police’s role in matters relating to ‘care’, they promote direct contact between children and the criminal justice system.

The fact that these AI and ADM systems all use information and indicators about children that are non-criminal justice related, and often even non-crime related, is also extremely troubling. It is particularly perverse that ProKid and Top400 both include child victims and child witnesses in their assessments of criminal ‘risk’, treating them as potential criminals. The Top400 also uses education information, including if a child has attended more than three schools or has been absent, and deliberately targets the ‘brothers and sisters’ of other children, who themselves may have been caught up for non-criminal reasons, with potential criminal justice consequences. The potential for structural discrimination and inequality to find its way into AI and ADM assessment results, as well as feedback loops that re-entrench discrimination and inequality, are likely to lead to unchallengeable narratives of criminal families, with children unable to shake off the stigma and designation of criminality.

Children who are suspects or accused persons in criminal justice should be given particular attention in order to preserve their potential for development and reintegration into society.300 The use of AI and ADM systems which profile and designate children as criminals; which does so based on statistical prediction, and uses non-criminal data to do so, does not facilitate this aim, and it not only does not promote the best interests of the child, but actively works against them.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS: PROHIBITION AND OTHER SAFEGUARDS

4.1 Prohibition on predictive, profiling and risk assessment AI and ADM

- Ban the use of AI and ADM by law enforcement and judicial and criminal justice authorities to predict, profile or assess people’s risk or likelihood of ‘criminal’ behaviour.

4.2 Safeguards for other forms of AI and ADM systems in criminal justice

In relation to all other forms of AI and ADM used by law enforcement and criminal justice authorities (which do not carry out predictive, profiling or risk assessment functions), strict legal safeguards are needed.

Safeguards against discrimination

- Implement mandatory, independent testing for biases in the design and pre-deployment phase, as well as continuously post-deployment.
- In order to carry out this testing, data on criminal justice must be available, and such data must be separated by race, ethnicity and nationality.

In relation to AI and ADM in criminal justice which do not carry out predictive, profiling or risk assessment functions, a rigorous testing regime is the bare minimum required to lessen the risk of discrimination and ensure equality before the law and non-discrimination. AI or ADM systems should never be used or even ‘trialled’ in real-world situations where they have actual effects on individuals or criminal justice outcomes, before they have been tested in this way. Impacted groups and individuals must also be involved in this process. If these tests are not carried out, and/or if an AI or ADM system cannot be proven to be non-discriminatory, it should be legally precluded from deployment.

To carry out the necessary mandatory bias testing, data on criminal justice must be available, and such data must be separated by race, ethnicity and nationality. However, such tests are not feasible in much of Europe, as in many European states, including most EU Member States, the official collection of criminal justice data disaggregated by ethnicity, race and nationality is not available because it is either forbidden by law, or not standard practice, and there are not consistent practices for collecting and analysing such data across the EU. Without the relevant data to analyse AI and ADM system outcomes, there can be no way of detecting whether there is bias or discrimination. The absence of racial and ethnic data could also prevent pre-emptive measures to combat racial bias. It is doubtful that developers will be able to design systems free from racial bias, if they have no data against which to measure their performance. Data needed for monitoring and evaluation purposes will also need to have been collected starting from well before the introduction of the AI and ADM system, so that a proper pre- and post-analysis comparison can be made.

Ensuring transparency and accountability

- AI and ADM used in criminal justice must be transparent, with system processes open-source and not subject to legal protections such as trade secrecy or intellectual property requirements.
- Their outputs must be able to be understood and scrutinised by their controllers, subjects of decisions (such as suspects and accused persons), as well as the general public.
- Individuals must be notified whenever there has been an AI or ADM system involved, assistive or otherwise, that has or may have impacted a criminal justice decision.
- Human decision-makers must evidence how and in what way decisions were influenced, through fully reasoned, case-specific, written decisions, including what factors influenced a decision, and whether this involved AI or ADM system outputs.
- There must also be clear routes for challenge or redress for individuals attempting to contest or challenge AI and ADM decisions, or the systems themselves.
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